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ABSTRACT
We present Cholla (Computational Hydrodynamics On ParaLLel Architectures), a new three-
dimensional hydrodynamics code that harnesses the power of graphics processing units (GPUs) to
accelerate astrophysical simulations. Cholla models the Euler equations on a static mesh using state-
of-the-art techniques, including the unsplit Corner Transport Upwind (CTU) algorithm, a variety of
exact and approximate Riemann solvers, and multiple spatial reconstruction techniques including the
piecewise parabolic method (PPM). Using GPUs, Cholla evolves the fluid properties of thousands
of cells simultaneously and can update over ten million cells per GPU-second while using an exact
Riemann solver and PPM reconstruction. Owing to the massively-parallel architecture of GPUs and
the design of the Cholla code, astrophysical simulations with physically interesting grid resolutions
(& 2563) can easily be computed on a single device. We use the Message Passing Interface library to
extend calculations onto multiple devices and demonstrate nearly ideal scaling beyond 64 GPUs. A
suite of test problems highlights the physical accuracy of our modeling and provides a useful compar-
ison to other codes. We then use Cholla to simulate the interaction of a shock wave with a gas cloud
in the interstellar medium, showing that the evolution of the cloud is highly dependent on its density
structure. We reconcile the computed mixing time of a turbulent cloud with a realistic density distri-
bution destroyed by a strong shock with the existing analytic theory for spherical cloud destruction
by describing the system in terms of its median gas density.
Subject headings:
1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past fifty years, the field of computational
hydrodynamics has grown to incorporate a wide array
of numerical schemes that attempt to model a large
range of astrophysical phenomena. From the pioneer-
ing work of Godunov (1959) and Courant et al. (1967),
the sophistication of hydrodynamics solvers has steadily
improved. Many astrophysical simulation codes now
use high order reconstruction methods, implement very
accurate or exact Riemann solvers, and model addi-
tional physics including gravity, cooling, magnetohydro-
dynamics, radiative transfer, and more (e.g. Kravtsov
1999; Knebe et al. 2001; Fryxell et al. 2000; Teyssier
2002; Hayes et al. 2006; Stone et al. 2008; Bryan et al.
2014). While these advanced techniques result in sim-
ulations of unprecedented physical accuracy, they can
also be extremely computationally expensive. Given
the detailed and expensive physical processes currently
being modeled, new numerical approaches to modeling
Eulerian hydrodynamics should be considered. This
work presents a new, massively-parallel hydrodynamics
code Cholla (Computational Hydrodynamics On ParaL-
Lel Architectures) that leverages Graphics Processing
Units (GPUs) to accelerate astrophysical simulations.
Historically, our ability to numerically model larger
and more complex systems has benefitted from improve-
ments in technology, especially increased storage and
faster clock speeds for central processing units (CPUs).
Algorithmic improvements such as adaptive mesh re-
finement (e.g., Berger & Oliger 1984; Berger & Colella
1989) have had a major impact on the ability of codes to
achieve higher resolution, but much of the basic struc-
ture of static mesh grid codes has remained. In the last
decade, computer speed has improved significantly as a
result of increased parallelization, and the fastest super-
computers1 now rely on hardware accelerators like GPUs
or Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors to provide the bulk of
their computational power. To leverage the full capabil-
ities of these systems, multi-core CPU chips and accel-
erators must be used simultaneously in the context of a
single hydrodynamics code. While similar parallelization
and vectorization techniques apply to a variety of hard-
ware accelerators, Cholla utilizes GPUs to perform all
its hydrodynamical calculations. Engineering Cholla to
run natively on GPUs allows us to take advantage of the
inherently parallel structure of grid-based Eulerian hy-
drodynamics schemes, and enables the substantial com-
putational performance gain demonstrated in this paper.
Accelerators and other special purpose hardware have
been used in astrophysical simulations for many years
(e.g., Sugimoto et al. 1990; Aarseth 1999; Spurzem 1999;
Portegies Zwart et al. 2004; Harfst et al. 2007; Porte-
gies Zwart & Be´dorf 2014). Early work adapting Eu-
lerian hydrodynamics solvers to the GPU indicated a
promising avenue to accelerate simulations, with devel-
opers reporting speedups of 50× or more as compared
to CPU-only implementations (e.g., Brandvik & Pullan
2007; Pang et al. 2010; Bard & Dorelli 2010; Kestener
et al. 2010). These preliminary efforts clearly illustrated
the substantial performance gains that could be achieved
using a single GPU. More recently, a number of multi-
device GPU-based hydrodynamical simulation methods
have been presented, including AMR techniques (Schive
et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2010), two dimensional Galerkin
approaches (Chan et al. 2012), Smoothed Particle Hy-
1 http://www.top500.org
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2drodynamics (SPH) codes (Sandalski 2012; Domı´nguez
et al. 2013), and hybrid schemes (Kulikov 2014).
While these codes represent substantial advancement,
the field of massively-parallel astrophysical hydrodynam-
ics is still relatively new. All of the aforementioned meth-
ods have been restricted to second-order spatial recon-
struction, and many would require considerable modifi-
cation to run on a cluster. In contrast, the hydrody-
namics solver implemented in Cholla is among the most
complex and physically accurate of those that have been
adapted to GPU hardware. Successfully implementing
such a complex solver in a hybrid environment on cluster
scales displays our ability to merge the state-of-the-art in
CPU hydrodynamics with a new generation of computer
hardware.
As is evidenced by the number of CPU codes pre-
sented in the literature, room exists for many differ-
ent approaches optimized for different purposes. With
Cholla, we have built a fast, GPU-accelerated static mesh
hydrodynamics module that can be used efficiently on
its own or in conjunction with a variety of additional
physics. Beyond accelerating the hydrodynamics calcu-
lation, offloading the work onto the GPU frees the CPU
to perform other tasks. This excess computational ca-
pacity makes Cholla an excellent bedrock for developing
complex physical models that require hydrodynamics.
The large dynamic range of spatial scales in many as-
trophysical problems requires simulations with both high
resolution and a high level of physical accuracy. The in-
teraction of a high mach number shock with a gas cloud
falls into this category (Klein et al. 1994). Using the
power of Cholla, we can efficiently run high resolution
simulations of the cloud-shock problem to investigate
how cloud density structure affects the destruction of
high-density gas. Given the inhomogeneous nature of
gas in galaxies, our results have wide-ranging implica-
tions, from the impact of supernovae on the gas in their
immediate environment to the evolution of dense gas in
galactic outflows.
In the following sections, we fully describe Cholla. The
code models solutions to the equations of hydrodynam-
ics using the Corner Transport Upwind (CTU) algorithm
(Colella 1990; Gardiner & Stone 2008), and includes mul-
tiple choices for both interface reconstruction and Rie-
mann solvers. The CTU algorithm is presented in Sec-
tion 2 along with brief descriptions of the reconstruc-
tion methods and Riemann solvers, which are fully doc-
umented in the Appendices. The code structure, includ-
ing the simulation setup, CUDA functions, optimization
strategies necessary to take advantage of the GPU ar-
chitecture, and Message Passing Interface (MPI; Forum
1994) implementation and scalability, is described in Sec-
tion 3. We then demonstrate the excellent performance
of Cholla on a suite of canonical hydrodynamics tests in
Section 4. In Section 5, we derive new results describ-
ing the interaction of a high mach number shock with a
turbulent gas cloud. We conclude in Section 6.
2. HYDRODYNAMICS
Hydrodynamics is relevant to many astrophysical pro-
cesses and represents one of the most computationally
demanding parts of numerical simulations. Creating a
fast hydrodynamics solver is therefore an important step
in increasing the resolution and speed with which as-
trophysical calculations can be performed. In this sec-
tion, we present the equations modeled by Cholla, and
then describe the numerical algorithms used to model
them. Cholla includes a variety of reconstruction tech-
niques and Riemann solvers, each of which is described
below.
In differential conservation law form (see, e.g., Toro
2009), the multi-dimensional Euler equations can be
written:
δρ
δt
+
δ(ρu)
δx
+
δ(ρv)
δy
+
δ(ρw)
δz
= 0, (1)
δ(ρu)
δt
+
δ(ρu2 + p)
δx
+
δ(ρuv)
δy
+
δ(ρuw)
δz
= 0, (2)
δ(ρv)
δt
+
δ(ρuv)
δx
+
δ(ρv2 + p)
δy
+
δ(ρvw)
δz
= 0, (3)
δ(ρw)
δt
+
δ(ρuw)
δx
+
δ(ρvw)
δy
+
δ(ρw2 + p)
δz
= 0, (4)
δE
δt
+
δ[u(E + p)]
δx
+
δ[v(E + p)]
δy
+
δ[w(E + p)]
δz
= 0. (5)
Here ρ is the mass density, u, v, and w are the x-, y-,
and z-components of velocity, p is the pressure, and E is
the total energy per unit volume,
E = ρ
(
1
2
V2 + e
)
, (6)
where V = [u, v, w]T is the three-component velocity
vector. The total energy includes the specific internal
energy, e, and the specific kinetic energy,
1
2
V2 =
1
2
V ·V = 1
2
(
u2 + v2 + w2
)
. (7)
Equation 1 describes the conservation of mass, Equa-
tions 2-4 the conservation of momentum, and Equation
5 the conservation of energy. To model solutions to this
system of conservation laws, an equation of state is also
necessary. We use the equation of state for an ideal gas,
p = (γ − 1)ρe, (8)
where γ is the ratio of specific heats. Incorporating a
real gas equation-of-state model (Colella & Glaz 1985)
would not be incompatible with the structure of Cholla,
though it is beyond the scope of our current work.
The Euler equations can also be written in vector no-
tation. We define the vector of conserved quantities with
components in three Cartesian dimensions,
u = [ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw,E]T (9)
including density, the three components of momentum,
and total energy. We will also refer to the vector of prim-
itive variables,
w = [ρ, u, v, w, p]T (10)
that includes density, the three components of velocity,
and pressure. We define three flux vectors
f =

ρu
ρu2 + p
ρuv
ρuw
(E + p)u
 , (11)
3g =

ρv
ρuv
ρv2 + p
ρvw
(E + p)v
 , (12)
and
h =

ρw
ρuw
ρvw
ρw2 + p
(E + p)w
 . (13)
Using these definitions, we can compactly write the three
dimensional Euler equations in the conservative form:
δu
δt
+
δf
δx
+
δg
δy
+
δh
δz
= 0. (14)
The Euler equations can also be written using the
primitive variables. In one dimension, the equations can
be written as a set of linear hyperbolic equations of the
form
δw
δt
+ A(w)
δw
δx
= 0. (15)
The matrix A(w) is diagonalizable and can be written
A = RΛL, (16)
where R is a matrix of right eigenvectors, Λ is a diagonal
matrix of eigenvalues, and L = R−1 is a matrix of left
eigenvectors. The eigenvalues of A are real and corre-
spond to the speeds at which information propagates for
the fluid equations. If we further define the characteristic
variables, ξ, according to
dξ = Ldw, (17)
we can write the system a third way:
δξ
δt
+ Λ
δξ
δx
= 0. (18)
This description is called the characteristic form of the
Euler equations. The characteristic variables are some-
times called wave strengths, because they describe the
magnitude of the jump in the primitive variables across
an associated wave. For an extensive treatment of the
Euler equations and related subjects see, e.g., Laney
(1998), LeVeque (2002), and Toro (2009).
2.1. The CTU Algorithm
Cholla models the Euler equations using a three-
dimensional implementation of the Corner Transport Up-
wind (CTU) algorithm optimized for magnetohydrody-
namics (MHD; Colella 1990; Saltzman 1994; Gardiner
& Stone 2008). The six-solve version of CTU used in
Cholla is fully adapted for MHD and documented in both
Gardiner & Stone (2008) and Stone et al. (2008). We will
describe here an abbreviated version including only the
steps relevant for hydrodynamics calculations.
The CTU algorithm is a Godunov-based method. A
Godunov scheme uses a finite-volume approximation to
model the Euler equations, evolving average values of the
conserved quantities u in each cell using fluxes calculated
at cell interfaces (Godunov 1959). In three dimensions,
the calculation to update the conserved quantities un at
timestep n can be written as
un+1(i,j,k) = u
n
(i,j,k) +
∆t
∆x
[F
n+ 12
(i− 12 ,j,k)
− F n+ 12
(i+ 12 ,j,k)
]
+
∆t
∆y
[G
n+ 12
(i,j− 12 ,k)
−Gn+ 12
(i,j+ 12 ,k)
]
+
∆t
∆z
[H
n+ 12
(i,j,k− 12 )
−Hn+ 12
(i,j,k+ 12 )
].
(19)
Here the superscript n + 1 refers to the next time
step, and un+1i,j,k are the updated values of the conserved
variables. The subscript (i, j, k) refers to the three-
dimensional Cartesian index of the cell. Indices that are
displaced by half an integer refer to interfaces. For ex-
ample, (i− 12 , j, k) is the interface between cell (i−1, j, k)
and cell (i, j, k). The simulation time step is ∆t, and ∆x,
∆y, and ∆z refer to the cell widths in each dimension.
We use lowercase versions of u and w when referring
to a cell-averaged quantity, and uppercase versions when
referring to an estimated value at a cell edge (e.g., U
and W ). The fluxes in Equation 19 are averages in both
space and time. Table 1 summarizes our notation.
When applied to every cell in the grid, Equation 19
conserves each of the quantities in u. However, the
physical accuracy of a method based on Equation 19
depends strongly on how the flux averages are calcu-
lated. Many hydrodynamics codes calculate the fluxes
using only one-dimensional information as outlined in the
method known as Strang (1968) splitting. While an ele-
gant technique, Strang splitting may lead to asymmetries
in hydrodynamics calculations and is not advantageous
for some formulations of MHD (see, e.g., the discussion
in Balsara 2004). Therefore, we employ instead the un-
split CTU algorithm to improve on the one-dimensional
calculation of fluxes by taking into account transverse
fluxes that can cross cell interfaces in multi-dimensional
simulations.
Before beginning a simulation the computational do-
main and boundaries must be initialized, as described in
Section 3. Once the fluid properties on the grid have
been initialized, the first simulation time step, ∆t, is cal-
culated using the equation
∆t = C0
∆x
|u|+ a, (20)
where C0 is the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number
and a is the average sound speed in the cell. In adiabatic
hydrodynamics, the sound speed is a function of pressure
and density
a =
√
γp/ρ, (21)
and can be calculated for each cell using the average val-
ues of the primitive variables. Thus, |u|+ a is the maxi-
mum wave speed in a cell with respect to the grid.
The minimum value of ∆t across the entire grid is de-
termined and used in the CTU calculation, constraining
the time step for every cell to be equal. In two or three
dimensions, Equation 20 is modified such that the mini-
mum required timestep is computed for each direction in
the cell. In three dimensions, this minimization is com-
4TABLE 1
Notation
Symbol Definition
un Conserved variable averages at time n
UL, UR Reconstructed boundary values at the left and right of an interface
U∗L, U
∗
R Initial time-evolved boundary values
F ∗, G∗, H∗ Initial one-dimensional fluxes
U
n+1/2
L , U
n+1/2
R Transverse-flux-evolved boundary values
Fn+1/2, Gn+1/2, Hn+1/2 CTU fluxes
un+1 Updated conserved variable averages at time n+ 1
x = 0
WL
WR
x = 0
WL WR
t
 RW           CD        SW
WmL W
m
R
ui ui+1
UL,i+ 12
UR,i+ 12
UR,i  12
UL,i  12
ui 1
Fig. 1.— Average values of the conserved variables, u, are used
to reconstruct boundary values on either side of each interface, UL
and UR, shown with circles. Shown is an example of piecewise lin-
ear reconstruction. The reconstructed boundary values are evolved
in time to produce the initial time-evolved boundary values U∗L and
U∗R (not shown). These U
∗
L and U
∗
R values are used as inputs to a
Riemann problem whose solution is used to compute fluxes across
cell interfaces.
puted as
∆t = C0min
(
∆x
|u|+ a ,
∆y
|v|+ a ,
∆z
|w|+ a
)
. (22)
With a suitable choice of C0, Equation 22 ensures that
the Courant condition is satisfied in all three dimensions.
Note that for the six-solve CTU algorithm the CFL num-
ber must be below 0.5 for the solution to remain stable
(Gardiner & Stone 2008).
Once we have calculated the timestep ∆t we carry out
the following procedure:
1. Reconstruct values of the conserved variables on both
sides of every interface using the average value of the
conserved quantities in adjacent cells. These recon-
structed boundary values, denoted UL and UR, rep-
resent an approximation to the true value of each
conserved variable at the interface. For a multi-
dimensional simulation, the reconstruction must be
carried out in each dimension separately. We use ad-
ditional subscripts to indicate which interface values
we are calculating. For example, the left-hand recon-
structed boundary value between cell (i, j, k) and cell
(i+1, j, k) is denotedUL,(i+ 12 ,j,k), while the right-hand
value at that interface is UR,(i+ 12 ,j,k). Cholla includes
several different options for the interface reconstruc-
tion, which we describe in Section 2.2. In order for the
CTU algorithm to be second-order accurate in time,
the reconstructed boundary values must be evolved
half a time step before using them to calculate fluxes.
The initial time evolution is considered part of the re-
construction, and is also inherently one-dimensional.
We label the initial time-evolved boundary values U∗L
and U∗R. An example of a piecewise-linear reconstruc-
tion in the x-direction is shown in Figure 1.
2. Using the initial time-evolved boundary values as in-
puts, solve a Riemann problem at each cell interface in
each direction. The solution to the Riemann problems
yields a set of one-dimensional fluxes, F ∗, G∗, and
H∗, corresponding to the x-, y-, and z-interfaces, re-
spectively. Like the boundary value arrays, the flux ar-
rays contain five conserved value fluxes for each direc-
tion and interface. The Riemann solvers implemented
in Cholla are described in Section 2.3.
3. Evolve the initial one-dimensional time-evolved
boundary values half a time step using the transverse
fluxes. For example, at the interface between cell
(i, j, k) and cell (i+ 1, j, k) the transverse-flux-evolved
boundary values are
U
n+ 12
L,(i+ 12 ,j,k)
= U∗L,(i+ 12 ,j,k)
+
1
2
∆t
∆y
[G∗(i,j− 12 ,k) −G
∗
(i,j+ 12 ,k)
]
+
1
2
∆t
∆z
[H∗(i,j,k− 12 ) −H
∗
(i,j,k+ 12 )
],
U
n+ 12
R,(i+ 12 ,j,k)
= U∗R,(i+ 12 ,j,k)
+
1
2
∆t
∆y
[G∗(i+1,j− 12 ,k) −G
∗
(i+1,j+ 12 ,k)
]
+
1
2
∆t
∆z
[H∗(i+1,j,k− 12 ) −H
∗
(i+1,j,k+ 12 )
].
(23)
For y and z interfaces, a cyclic permutation is ap-
plied. Thus, the x interface states are evolved using
the y and z fluxes, the y interface states are evolved
using the x and z fluxes, and the z interface states
are evolved using the x and y fluxes. This step is
only relevant for multidimensional problems. In one
dimension, the CTU algorithm reduces to just the ini-
tial reconstruction step, a flux calculation, and a final
conserved quantity update.
4. Use the transverse-flux-evolved boundary values,
U
n+ 12
L and U
n+ 12
R , as inputs for a new set of Riemann
problems. The solution to these Riemann problems
yields the CTU fluxes F n+
1
2 , Gn+
1
2 , andHn+
1
2 . Each
flux is calculated using a one-dimensional Riemann
problem at a single interface, but includes contribu-
tions from adjacent perpendicular interfaces as a re-
sult of the evolution in Equation 23. The CTU fluxes
are second-order accurate in time (Colella 1990).
55. Use the CTU fluxes to update the conserved quantities
in each cell as in Equation 19,
un+1(i,j,k) = u
n
(i,j,k)
+
∆t
∆x
[F
n+ 12
(i− 12 ,j,k)
− F n+ 12
(i+ 12 ,j,k)
]
+
∆t
∆y
[G
n+ 12
(i,j− 12 ,k)
−Gn+ 12
(i,j+ 12 ,k)
]
+
∆t
∆z
[H
n+ 12
(i,j,k− 12 )
−Hn+ 12
(i,j,k+ 12 )
].
(24)
The updated conserved quantities are used to calcu-
late the next time step ∆tn+1.
6. Repeat the algorithm until the final simulation time
is reached.
2.2. Interface Reconstruction
Cholla currently implements five methods for cell in-
terface reconstruction. These include the piecewise con-
stant method (PCM), two versions of the piecewise lin-
ear method (PLM), and two versions of the piecewise
parabolic method (PPM). Differences between the ver-
sions of piecewise linear and piecewise parabolic recon-
struction are demonstrated in the tests presented in Sec-
tion 4. Access to multiple reconstruction options often
proves useful, since lower-order methods are faster but
higher-order methods are typically more accurate. Em-
ploying different versions of cell reconstruction also en-
ables the impact of reconstruction on the evolution of
a simulation to be quantified. Here, we give a brief
overview of each of the reconstruction techniques imple-
mented in Cholla . Detailed descriptions of the piecewise
linear and piecewise parabolic options can be found in
Appendix A.
2.2.1. Piecewise Constant Reconstruction
The simplest reconstruction technique is the piecewise
constant method (Godunov 1959; Courant et al. 1967).
In PCM, the initial time-evolved boundary values U∗L
and U∗R are set equal to the cell average quantities on
either side of the interface, i.e.
U∗R,(i− 12 ,j,k) = u
n
(i,j,k), (25)
and
U∗L,(i+ 12 ,j,k) = u
n
(i,j,k). (26)
Note that in this notation, the boundary value at the
right of the interface is at the left side of the cell, and vice
versa. While the piecewise constant method is generally
too diffusive for practical applications, it has merit for
code testing, and is useful as a comparison to higher order
reconstruction techniques.
2.2.2. Piecewise Linear Reconstruction
The second and third reconstruction techniques imple-
mented in Cholla are both forms of the piecewise lin-
ear method, a scheme that is second-order accurate in
space and time (e.g. Toro 2009). The PLMP reconstruc-
tion method detailed below primarily involves the primi-
tive variables, while the PLMC method subsequently ex-
plicated involves projecting the primitive variables onto
wave characteristics.
PLMP follows the method outlined in Chapter 13.4 of
Toro (2009). First, the cell-average values of the primi-
tive variables are used to calculate slopes of each variable
across the left and right interface of each cell. We use the
van Leer (1979) limiter to monotonize the slopes, thereby
reducing the likelihood of spurious oscillations in a nu-
merical solution. The limited slopes are used to calculate
reconstructed values of the primitive variables at the cell
interfaces, WL and WR. To convert these reconstructed
boundary values into input states for the Riemann prob-
lem, we need to evolve them by half a time step. For
PLMP, we do this by converting primitive quantities
back into conserved variables and calculating the asso-
ciated fluxes using Equations 11-13. We use these fluxes
to evolve the reconstructed boundary values half a time
step, generating the initial time-evolved boundary states
for the first set of Riemann problems, U∗L and U
∗
R.
The second linear reconstruction technique, PLMC, is
based on the method outlined in Stone et al. (2008).
This reconstruction also uses a linear approximation to
model the distribution of the conserved quantities in each
cell, but limits the slopes of the characteristic variables
(rather than the primitive quantities) and evolves the
reconstructed boundary values differently. Rather than
simply evolving the boundary values using the associated
fluxes as in PLMP, we employ the more sophisticated
approach first described and termed “characteristic trac-
ing” in Colella & Woodward (1984). We calculate a first
approximation to the time-evolved boundary values by
integrating under the linear interpolation function used
to calculate WL and WR. The domain of dependence of
the reconstructed boundary value integral is defined by
the minimum (for the left-hand interface) or maximum
(for the right-hand interface) wave speed. This integra-
tion is then corrected by including the contribution from
each of the other characteristics approaching the inter-
face. Once the corrections have been made, the calcu-
lation provides the initial time-evolved boundary values
U∗L and U
∗
R that act as input states for the first set of
Riemann problems. This process is more fully described
in Appendix A.
2.2.3. Piecewise Parabolic Reconstruction
The remaining two reconstruction techniques imple-
mented in Cholla are both versions of the piecewise
parabolic method (PPM) originally described in Colella
& Woodward (1984). We call the first method PPMP as
it performs the reconstruction using primitive variables.
Our PPMP implementation closely follows the FLASH
code documentation (Fryxell et al. 2000). The second
method, abbreviated PPMC, uses an eigenvalue decom-
position to project onto the characteristic variables and
is based on the Athena code documentation (Stone et al.
2008). Each PPM reconstruction method is described in
detail in Appendix A.
The approach to slope limiting differs slightly between
the two parabolic reconstruction techniques. PPMP cal-
culates slopes at each interface the same way as PLMP,
using van Leer (1979) limiting in the primitive variables.
The slopes are limited in the characteristic variables for
PPMC. In the parabolic methods, slopes are calculated
using a stencil of five cells (two on either side of the cell
for which we are calculating boundary values), which
allows us to create a parabolic reconstruction of the
6primitive variables. This parabolic reconstruction makes
PPM third-order accurate in space, though it remains
only second-order accurate in time (Colella & Woodward
1984).
Several differences between the two parabolic recon-
struction methods warrant further discussion. PPMP
identifies and steepens the slopes near contact discon-
tinuities, which results in a method that is less diffu-
sive for contact waves. Downsides to contact steepening
include the necessity of empirically determined criteria
for selecting contact discontinuities and increased oscil-
latory behavior in the solution near shocks. In Cholla the
ability to turn off contact steepening is retained, allow-
ing an explicit comparison of results obtained with and
without the technique. PPMP also flattens shocks that
have become too narrow to be treated accurately, which
reduces the potential for severe post-shock oscillations.
The more diffusive nature of PPMC renders a compa-
rable correction unnecessary. Because the criteria for
detecting a shock requires information from three cells
on either side of an interface, the stencil for PPMP is
larger than for PPMC. Both methods employ the char-
acteristic tracing method of Colella & Woodward (1984)
to translate from boundary extrapolated values based on
the parabolic interpolation to input states for the Rie-
mann problem, though the methods differ in detail (see
Appendix A).
2.3. Riemann Solvers
Much effort has been devoted to finding efficient nu-
merical algorithms to solve the Riemann problem (e.g.,
Toro 2009), an initial value problem consisting of two
constant states separated by a jump discontinuity. As
displayed in Figure 2, the Riemann problem has an ana-
lytic solution that enables a numerical model for Eulerian
hydrodynamics, as it allows for the calculation of the flux
across an interface separating two initially discontinuous
states. While Riemann solvers that calculate a numerical
solution to the exact Riemann problem can be incorpo-
rated in hydrodynamics codes, the implicit nature of the
Riemann solution requires an iterative step in the exact
numerical solver. A large number of Riemann problems
must be solved for every time step in a simulation, and
the corresponding computational cost is substantial. As
a result, a variety of approximate Riemann solvers have
been engineered to quickly solve an approximation to the
Euler equations at the expense of some physical accuracy.
Cholla computes numerical solutions to the Riemann
problems on GPUs. Floating point operations are per-
formed very efficiently on a GPU; additional factors like
memory latency and data transfer contribute a larger
share of the computational expense of the method. Thus,
adding the extra operations needed for the iterative pro-
cedure in an exact solver versus an approximate one does
not impact the performance speed of Cholla in the same
way as for a CPU-based code. However, there are cer-
tain problems where the extra diffusion in an approxi-
mate solver is helpful, for example to deal with the well
known carbuncle instability (Quirk 1994) that affects
grid-aligned shocks. For this reason, Cholla includes both
an exact solver and the linearized solver first described
by Roe (1981) that gives an exact solution to a linear
approximation of the Euler equations. Detailed descrip-
tions of our implementation of both solvers can be found
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Fig. 2.— An example Riemann problem. Top: Two initial states,
WL and WR are separated by a discontinuity at x = 0. Middle:
The solution to this Riemann problem displays three important
features, consisting of a rarefaction wave (RW) expanding to the
left, a contact discontinuity (CD) moving right, and a shock wave
(SW) moving right. Bottom: All three features can be seen in the
solution for the density distribution.
in Appendix B.
2.3.1. The Exact Solver
Cholla implements the exact Riemann solver presented
in Toro (2009). The solver uses a Newton-Raphson it-
eration to calculate the pressure of the gas in the in-
termediate state Wm of the Riemann solution that lies
between the initial states on the left and right of the in-
terface, as shown in Figure 2. Once the pressure in the
intermediate state has been found, the exact solution for
the primitive variables between the left and right initial
states can be calculated explicitly at any later point in
time. The pressure and velocity are used to determine
the solution at the cell interface, and the values of the
primitive variables at that point are used to calculate the
fluxes of conserved variables at the interface according to
Equations 11 - 13. Transverse velocities are passively ad-
vected as scalar quantities.
The Toro Riemann solver gives a numerically exact so-
lution to the Riemann problem in one dimension, and will
never return negative densities or pressures if the input
states are physically self-consistent. However, the input
states on either side of the cell interface are estimated
7quantities, and because of the extrapolation involved in
the reconstruction techniques they could be physically
invalid. In these situations, the solver may be presented
with an initial value problem without a physically valid
solution. To prevent artificial vacuum or negative pres-
sure solutions owing to such a circumstance, a pressure
floor of 10−20 in the adopted unit scheme is enforced
in Cholla . In practice, when using an exact Riemann
solver the pressure floor has proved necessary only when
performing the Noh test described in Section 4.
2.3.2. The Roe Solver
One common alternative to calculating an exact solu-
tion to the Riemann problem is to linearize the non-linear
conservations laws and solve the resulting approximate
problem exactly. In one dimension, the non-linear Euler
equations can be replaced with the following linearized
equation
δu
δt
+ A(u˜)
δu
δx
= 0, (27)
where A is a constant Jacobian evaluated at some aver-
age state u˜ that is a function of the initial states on either
side of the cell interface. This method was employed by
Roe (1981), and Cholla includes a linearized solver very
similar to the original Roe solver.
The first step in the Roe solver is to calculate the aver-
age state u˜. This average state, along with the eigenval-
ues, λα, and left and right eigenvectors of the Jacobian
A, Lα and Rα, can be used to calculate the Roe fluxes
at the interface:
FRoe =
1
2
(
FL + FR +
m∑
α=1
ξα|λα|Rα
)
. (28)
Here, α = 1,m are the m characteristics of the solution,
and
ξα = Lα · δU (29)
are the characteristic variables, determined by projecting
the differences in the initial left and right states, δU =
UR − UL, onto the left eigenvectors. FL and FR are
fluxes calculated with the left and right input states using
Equation 11. Expressions for the average state, u˜, as
well as the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are given in Roe
(1981) and Appendix B. The matrix A is not actually
needed in the calculation.
As pointed out by Einfeldt et al. (1991), there are cer-
tain Riemann problems that will cause any linearized
solver to fail. In these cases, the linearized solution to
the Riemann problem results in negative densities or
pressures in the intermediate state calculated between
the left and right input states. Because this intermedi-
ate state is used to calculate the fluxes returned by the
solver, these unphysical solutions may lead to numerical
pathologies. A failsafe is needed to deal with the case
where the Roe solver produces negative pressures or den-
sities. Following the method of Stone et al. (2008), we
check the intermediate densities and pressures before re-
turning the fluxes calculated with the Roe solver. Should
any of them be negative, we revert to using the simpler
HLLE Riemann solver, described below.
2.3.3. The HLLE Solver
The HLLE solver is a modification of the HLL solver
first described by Harten et al. (1983) and later modified
by Einfeldt (1988). Although the method is extremely
diffusive for contact discontinuities, as demonstrated by
Einfeldt et al. (1991) the HLLE solver is guaranteed to
be positively conservative (that is, the density and inter-
nal energy remain positive). The HLLE solver calculates
the interface flux using an average of the left and right
state fluxes, together with bounding speeds comprising
the largest and smallest physical signal velocities in the
solution to the exact Riemann problem. If the Roe solver
produces negative densities or pressures, we replace the
Roe fluxes with a new numerical flux
FHLLE =
bpFL − bmFR
bp − bm +
bpbm
bp − bm δU . (30)
The fluxes FL and FR, and the slopes δU are calculated
as in the Roe solver. The signal velocities bp and bm
are calculated using the largest and smallest eigenvalues
of the Roe matrix as described in Appendix B. Because
the HLLE solver quickly allows contact discontinuities to
diffuse, we do not use it as a standalone Riemann solver
in Cholla.
3. CODE ARCHITECTURE
Cholla is a grid-based hydrodynamics code that takes
advantage of the massively parallel computing power of
GPUs. In order to harness this power, Cholla was de-
signed with the operation of the GPU in mind. In this
section, we describe the overall structure of Cholla, in-
cluding optimization strategies necessary to benefit from
the parallel architecture of GPUs. As is standard in GPU
programming, we will use the term “host” to refer to the
CPU, and “device” to refer to the GPU.
Cholla consists of a set of C/C++ routines that run
on the host plus functions called kernels that execute
on a device. The device kernels and the host functions
that call them are written in CUDA C, an extension
to the C language introduced by NVIDIA2. All of the
CUDA functions are contained in a separate hydro mod-
ule so that they can be compiled independently with the
NVIDIA nvcc compiler. In addition, we have written a
C/C++ version of the hydro module that performs the
same calculations as all of the GPU kernels, so it is pos-
sible to run Cholla without using graphics cards. We use
this mode for testing, but it is not recommended for per-
formance since the structure of the code is optimized for
use with GPUs.
3.1. Simulation Overview
Before detailing each piece of the code, we give a gen-
eral overview of the steps followed by Cholla when a
simulation is run. Given the power of a single GPU,
small problems can easily be run on a single host/device
pair. For large problems, Cholla can be run using the
MPI library, and we describe our MPI implementation
in Section 3.7. If MPI is enabled, the simulation volume
will be split into subvolumes according to the number
of processes. Each subvolume will then be treated as
a self-contained simulation volume for the duration of
each simulation time step. The main difference between
2 http://developer.nvidia.com
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Fig. 3.— Algorithmic procedure of a Cholla simulation. The
initialization and application of boundary conditions are done on
the CPU. The conserved variable array is passed to the GPU, where
the hydro calculation is done. The updated conserved variables
must then be passed back to the CPU after each time step so that
boundary cell information can be exchanged and the data output
written (if necessary).
an MPI and non-MPI simulation is the method for ap-
plying boundary conditions at the end of each time step;
we describe that method in Section 3.7.
Portions of our algorithm that require information
from potentially distant cells in the global simulation
volume must be carried out on the host. The main
host functions set initial conditions, apply boundary con-
ditions, and perform any interprocess communications.
Parts of the calculation that only require information
from nearby cells can be carried out on the device. Be-
cause the bulk of the computational work resides in the
CTU calculation that requires a stencil containing only
local cells, essentially all of the hydrodynamical compu-
tations are performed on the GPU.
The steps in the Cholla algorithm are listed below and
illustrated in Figure 3.
1. Initialize the simulation by setting the values of the
conserved fluid quantities for all cells in the simulation
volume, and calculate the first time step.
2. Transfer the array u of conserved variables to the
GPU. The conserved variable array contains the val-
ues of each conserved quantity for every cell in the
simulation volume.
3. Perform the CTU calculation on the GPU, including
updating the conserved variable array and computing
the next time step.
4. Transfer the updated conserved variable array back to
the CPU.
5. Apply the boundary conditions. When running an
MPI simulation, this step may require interprocess
communication to exchange information for cells at
the edges of subvolumes.
6. Output simulation data if desired.
The initialization of the simulation is carried out on
the host. The initialization includes setting the values of
the conserved variables for both the real and the ghost
cells according to the conditions specified in a text input
file. Ghost cells are a buffer of cells added to the bound-
aries of a simulation volume to calculate fluxes for real
cells near the edges. The number of ghost cells reflects
the size of the local stencil used to perform fluid recon-
struction. Because updating the ghost cells at each time
step may require information from cells that are not local
in memory, the values of the ghost cells are set on the
host before transferring data to the GPU.
Once the simulation volume has been initialized on the
CPU, the hydrodynamical calculation begins. The host
copies the conserved variable array onto the device. Be-
cause the GPU has less memory than the CPU, the con-
served variable array associated with a single CPU may
be too large to fit into the GPU memory at once. If so,
Cholla uses a series of splitting routines described in Sec-
tion 3.6 to copy smaller pieces of the simulation onto the
GPU and carries out the hydrodynamics calculations on
each subvolume. At the end of the hydro calculation the
next time step is calculated on the device using a GPU-
accelerated parallel reduction. The updated conserved
variables and new time step are then transferred back to
the host. The host updates the values of the ghost cells
using the newly calculated values of the real cells, and
Steps 2 - 5 repeat until the desired final simulation time
is reached.
After each time step the values of the ghost cells are
reset using the newly updated values of the conserved
variables. Cholla includes three standard boundary con-
ditions: periodic, reflective, and transmissive. These
can be set in any combination on any of the borders
of the simulation volume. For periodic and transmis-
sive boundaries, the conserved variable values of each
ghost cell are copied from the appropriate real cell. For
reflective boundaries we follow the same process but re-
verse the sign of the perpendicular component of momen-
tum. Cholla also includes the capability to define custom
boundary conditions, such as the analytic boundaries
specified in the Noh Strong Shock test (see Section 4.3.1).
In a simulation performed using MPI communication,
any necessary boundary regions are exchanged between
relevant processes as described in Section 3.7.
3.2. Memory Structure
The data for a simulation in Cholla are contained in
two structures. A header stores information about the
size and shape of the domain, as well as global variables
including the simulation time. A second structure con-
tains the values of the conserved variables for each cell
in the simulation. In an object oriented programming
model, these values would often be stored in memory as
9an array of structures,
Cell[0].{ρ ρu ρv ρw E},
...
Cell[N − 1].{ρ ρu ρv ρw E},
where N is the total number of cells in the grid. In a
CPU-based simulation code, this configuration can im-
prove the performance of memory accesses.
The object oriented model is intuitive, but the mem-
ory structure is not efficient when implemented on the
GPU. On NVIDIA GPUs, calculations are performed si-
multaneously by thousands of individual computational
elements called cores, analogous to but individually much
less powerful than a typical CPU core. The set of in-
structions carried out on a single GPU core is called a
thread. The efficiency of the GPU comes in part from
its ability to efficiently schedule the execution of mil-
lions of threads requested in a single kernel call. The
scheduling is organized by streaming multiprocessors on
the device that schedule threads for execution in groups
called warps. Each thread warp performs a given set of
operations simultaneously in the execution model often
referred to as Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD).
Given that data operations across cores on the GPU are
rapidly executed in a massively parallel manner via the
SIMD approach, hardware timescales such as the GPU
global memory access time can represent a considerable
fraction of the total computational expense of a calcula-
tion. Techniques to reduce the expense of global memory
accesses include the organization of data needed by each
thread warp into adjacent regions in physical memory.
To facilitate this advantageous data locality, Cholla or-
ganizes conserved variables into a structure of arrays:
{ρ0 ... ρN−1},
{ρu0 ... ρuN−1},
{ρv0 ... ρvN−1},
{ρw0 ... ρwN−1},
{E0 ... EN−1}.
The thread warps can retrieve the conserved quantities
within this structure of arrays in global memory with
unit stride in memory accesses, reducing collisions in the
access pattern.
The process of initiating a data transfer from the host
to the device involves an associated computational over-
head. Limiting the number of transfers required by the
algorithm mitigates this overhead, as hardware latency
may cause many small transfers to take longer than one
large transfer. The allocation of a single structure con-
taining the conserved variable arrays ensures a contigu-
ous data layout in memory, and limits the required data
transfers to two (single transfers to and from the device).
3.3. The GPU Grid
Once the simulation volume has been initialized on the
host and the values of the ghost cells have been set, the
array of conserved variables is transferred to global mem-
ory on the GPU. When kernels are then executed on the
device, the GPU launches a grid of thread blocks. The
GPU grid and thread block dimensions are set by the
GPU Global Memory
each thread processes data for one cell
grid of 
thread 
blocks
CPU
Block 
0,0
Block 
1,0
Block 
2,0
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3,0
Block 
0,1
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1,1
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2,1
Block 
3,1
Shared Memory
threads 
{0…n}
Fig. 4.— Cholla memory structure. After the conserved variable
array is copied from the CPU into global memory on the GPU,
the GPU initializes a grid of one dimensional thread blocks with
set numbers of GPU threads. Each thread then calculates the
information for a single grid cell. All threads can access global
memory, but only threads in the same block have access to the
much smaller amount of per-block shared memory.
programmer and are application dependent. Cholla typ-
ically uses one or two dimensional grids of one dimen-
sional thread blocks; the latter arrangement is illustrated
in Figure 4. We emphasize that the dimensions of the
GPU grid are not constrained to match the dimensions
of the simulation, as the location of a cell in the simu-
lation volume can always be mapped to a unique index
within the GPU grid of thread blocks.
The dimensions of the GPU grid can affect the effi-
ciency with which the device performs calculations and
dictate the mapping from a real-space cell index to a
thread index. To define the thread index, the CUDA
programming model includes built-in data elements that
return specific values for each thread, as shown in the
following pseudo-code:
tid = threadIdx.x + blockIdx.x * blockDim.x.
Here, threadId returns the ID of the thread within
the block, blockIdx returns the ID of the thread block
within the grid, and blockDim returns the dimensions of
the block. By combining these pre-defined quantities, a
unique global index can be calculated for each thread.
This pseudo-code assumes a one dimensional grid of one
dimensional blocks, but could easily be adjusted to cre-
ate an equivalent mapping for two or three dimensional
blocks or grids. We use the thread index to assign each
thread the work of computing the conserved variable up-
date for a single cell in the simulation. For Cholla, we
choose a one dimensional block of threads because most
of the kernels are one dimensional in nature. The PPM
reconstruction, for example, requires only a one dimen-
sional stencil and is carried out separately for the x, y,
and z interfaces. Because a new GPU grid with different
dimensions can be initiated every time a device function
is called, the thread index calculation and subsequent
mapping to a real cell index must be performed within
each GPU kernel. No data needs to be transferred back
to the CPU between kernels, as all information needed
between kernels is stored in the GPU global memory.
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3.4. The GPU Kernels
Cholla leverages a modular design that enables an
easy selection of the reconstruction method or Riemann
solver, and facilitates the incorporation of new features.
Each reconstruction method and Riemann solver is per-
formed through an associated kernel executed by the
GPU. A routine implementing the CTU algorithm calls
these kernels through a wrapper function that segregates
CUDA calls from the rest of the code. This organization
allows for a flexible compilation structure in which non-
CUDA code (including MPI calls) can be compiled with
standard C compilers. Within the CUDA wrapper for
the CTU algorithm, the following steps are followed:
1. Allocate arrays within GPU global memory to hold
the conserved variables u, the initial time-evolved
boundary values U∗, the initial one-dimensional
fluxes F ∗, the transverse-flux-evolved boundary val-
ues Un+
1
2 , and the CTU fluxes F n+
1
2 .
2. Transfer the conserved variable data from the host to
the device and store in the newly allocated arrays in
GPU global memory.
3. Call the reconstruction kernel for each dimension.
4. Call the Riemann solver kernel for each dimension.
5. Call the kernel to perform the transverse flux update
(Equation 23).
6. Call the Riemann solver kernel for each dimension
again.
7. Call the kernel to update the conserved variables and
calculate the next time step (Equation 24).
8. Transfer the conserved variable arrays back to the
CPU.
Step 1 involves the allocation of memory on the GPU,
and it should be noted that the global GPU memory
available is typically small compared with the CPU mem-
ory. Depending on the device, the simulation size, the
number of MPI processes, and the domain decomposi-
tion, each process’s conserved variable data may exceed
the available GPU memory. An excess may occur even
if the local grid governed by each process is small (e.g.,
1283). When necessary, Cholla uses a set of splitting rou-
tines to divide the simulation volume into more manage-
able subvolumes that are then treated according to the
steps listed above. Section 3.6 describes these splitting
routines in more detail.
The GPU kernel calls in Steps 3-7 resemble traditional
C function calls, but kernels are implemented with addi-
tional variables that establish the dimensions of the grid
of thread blocks launched by the GPU. For example, the
syntax for calling Cholla’s PPM reconstruction function
is:
PPM reconstruction<<<BlocksPerGrid,
ThreadsPerBlock>>>(<function parameters>),
where the triple chevron syntax, <<<,>>>, informs the
CUDA-enabled compiler that this function should be ex-
ecuted on the GPU device. Since the amount of data
processed at once by the GPU is limited by its available
global memory, BlocksPerGrid can always be set large
enough to assign a thread to each cell.
Separate kernels carry out different parts of the CTU
algorithm, but each kernel shares common elements. Ev-
ery kernel must begin with a calculation of the index of
each thread, as described in Section 3.3. Using the ap-
propriate mapping, the index of each thread of the kernel
can be translated to a unique real-space cell index in the
simulation volume. The threads within the kernel then
retrieve necessary cell data from the GPU global mem-
ory. For the reconstruction function, these data would
include the values of the conserved variables for the cell
assigned to that thread, as well as those of the nearby
cells within the reconstruction stencil. Once the data
have been retrieved, the threads carry out any relevant
calculations, and load the result into the relevant GPU
global memory array. Once all of the threads have fin-
ished their calculations the kernel returns, and the pro-
cess continues through each of the steps listed above.
3.5. Time Step Calculation
The implementation of most kernels described in the
previous section (reconstruction, Riemann solver, and
transverse flux update) follows closely the descriptions
of the CTU calculation given in Section 2. However, the
final conserved variable update kernel in each iteration
of the algorithm is extended to include the calculation
of the next simulation time step ∆tn+1 via a parallel re-
duction operation performed on the GPU. Reductions on
the GPU are a commonly used process, and examples of
this operation can be found in e.g., the CUDA toolkit3.
We include a brief explanation of our implementation of
the parallel reduction operation here as a concrete exam-
ple of the advantage of moving a given function from the
CPU to the GPU.
Thread blocks on the GPU have a limited amount of
“shared memory” that each thread in the block can ac-
cess rapidly, as illustrated in Figure 4. At the end of the
conserved variable computation, the updated conserved
variable data for each cell are stored in the private reg-
ister memory assigned to each thread. The updated val-
ues of the conserved variables are used by each thread
to calculate the minimum time step associated with its
cell, according to Equation 22. The individually calcu-
lated time steps are then loaded into an array the size
of the thread block in shared memory - note that each
thread block has its own array. The threads in the block
then perform a tree-based parallel reduction on the time
step array, finding the minimum time step for the entire
block. This minimum value is uploaded into an array in
the GPU global memory, and is then passed back to the
CPU, where the final reduction is performed.
Calculating the time step on the GPU achieves a per-
formance gain relative to a CPU since executing a large
number of floating point operations is extremely efficient
on the GPU. The shared memory reduction on the GPU
reduces the number of loops needed on the CPU by
a factor of ThreadsPerBlock (typically set to 128 for
an NVIDIA Kepler K20X GPU). For reference, we find
the parallel GPU reduction time step calculation for a
1920× 1080 simulation can achieve a 100× performance
3 https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-toolkit
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gain relative to a single CPU core depending on the ar-
chitecture (∼ 1ms vs. ∼ 100ms).
3.6. Subgrid Splitting
As mentioned in previous sections, the total amount
of memory on a single device may be quite limited when
compared to the memory available on the host. The
memory footprint on the GPU for each cell in the sim-
ulation volume is of order 0.5 kilobytes, including con-
served variables, interface values, and fluxes. At present,
a typical GPU has only a few gigabytes of global mem-
ory, though this number has been increasing with each
new generation of devices. Therefore, current devices
can typically only hold the information for a 3D hydro-
dynamical simulation of size ∼ 2283. In Cholla, slightly
more cells can fit for 1D and 2D simulations owing to the
reduced number of transverse interface states and fluxes
that must be stored. The limited memory resources of-
ten require that the simulation volume associated with
a local process may need to be successively subdivided
to fit on a GPU. We term this subdivision process “sub-
grid splitting”. Similar methods have been used in CPU-
based codes such as HERACLES (Gonza´lez et al. 2007).
In practice, subgrid splitting is typically only needed
for multidimensional simulations or 1D simulations with
millions of cells. A description of the 1D subgrid splitting
is provided below as a straightforward example. First,
the size of the simulation volume that will fit on the
GPU at once given the global memory available is cal-
culated and stored in a variable, e.g. MaxVol. The local
volume governed by each local process is further split
into subvolumes of size less than or equal to MaxVol.
We refer to these subvolumes as “subgrid blocks”. The
CTU calculations for each subgrid block are performed
on the GPU sequentially, including any necessary ghost
cells from nearby subvolumes. Memory buffers on the
CPU are used to avoid overwriting grid cells that act as
ghost cells for neighboring subgrid blocks. The procedure
of copying data to the GPU, calculating, and transferring
data back to the CPU is repeated until the hydro step
for the entire simulation volume has completed. Because
the conserved variables for the simulation are contigu-
ous in memory on the host, copying them into buffers
via memcpy contributes a negligible amount to the total
simulation run time.
To illustrate the subgrid blocking method, Figure 5
displays a two-dimensional grid with an example subgrid
blocking by a factor of four. Each of the four subgrid
blocks (red, green, blue, purple) require real cells from
adjacent subgrid blocks to act as subgrid ghost cells to
form the full computational stencil for the fluid recon-
struction and CTU calculations (indicated by colored
dashed lines). Since these subgrid blocks also abut ei-
ther local simulation boundaries between local processes
or global boundaries at the edges of the illustrated region,
they also require standard ghost cells (gray regions) to
complete their computational stencils. The subgrid block
regions outlined by the dashed lines are transferred se-
quentially to the GPU for the CTU calculation, taking
care to preserve in memory the subgrid ghost cell bound-
ary regions between subgrid blocks until the entire local
volume has been processed. The standard ghost cells are
updated after the CTU calculation, since they depend
either on communication between MPI processes or the
Fig. 5.— The well-known “ghost cell pattern” as applied to the
subgrid blocking algorithm in Cholla . When the total area of a
2D simulation is too large to fit in global memory on the GPU,
the simulation volume must be split into smaller subgrid blocks
for GPU computation of the hydrodynamical calculation. When
copying a subgrid block of the simulation onto the GPU, memory
buffers are utilized such that each subgrid block can be copied to
the device and the conserved variables updated without overwriting
real cell data that will be needed as ghost cells for neighboring
subgrid blocks. For this illustration, ghost cells on the global outer
boundary of the simulation are shown in gray. The dashed lines
outline the cells needed to perform the CTU calculation for each
colored subgrid block. See e.g., Figure 9 of Kjolstad & Snir (2010).
global boundary conditions of the simulation. Note that
Figure 5 illustrates a very small grid for convenience, and
the actual subgrid regions of a 2D simulation would be
orders of magnitude larger.
We performed a variety of tests using subgrid blocks of
different shapes in order to determine a method of divi-
sion that helps minimize GPU communication overhead.
For 2D simulations, splitting the volume into approxi-
mately square regions works well. For 3D simulations,
we find that maintaining an aspect ratio that is approxi-
mately even in the y and z directions with a longer aspect
ratio in the x-direction works well. In practice, we keep
the aspect ratio even in y and z while maintaining an as-
pect ratio in x that is roughly 5 times the geometric mean
of the y- and z-aspect ratios. Memory access overheads
can be reduced by first copying multiple subgrid blocks
into buffers on the CPU, and then transferring subar-
rays containing individual subgrid blocks to the GPU for
computation. Even in simulations where local volumes
must be subdivided into subgrid blocks dozens of times
the overhead associated with copying the conserved vari-
ables into buffers on the CPU is insignificant, typically
limited to 5% of the total time taken for the CTU calcu-
lation.
Transferring data to and from the GPU at each time
step is time consuming, often taking ∼ 30% of the entire
GPU computation time for the hydro module. There-
fore, strategies that reduce the fraction of the simulation
volume transferred at each time step are desirable. For
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example, simulations that do not require subgrid split-
ting might achieve a performance boost by only transfer-
ring ghost cells that need to be updated via MPI. Such
a strategy is beyond the scope of the current work, but
is certainly worth exploring in future versions of Cholla.
3.7. MPI Implementation and Scaling
The massively parallel algorithm implemented by
Cholla can be adapted to execute on multiple GPUs si-
multaneously. Cholla can thereby gain a multiplex ad-
vantage beyond the significant computation power af-
forded by a single GPU. The parallelization is imple-
mented using the MPI library. The global simulation
volume is decomposed into subvolumes, and the subvol-
umes are each assigned a single MPI process. In Cholla,
each MPI process runs on a single CPU that has a single
associated GPU, such that the number of MPI processes,
CPUs, and GPUs are always equal. When the simulation
volume is initialized, each process is assigned its simu-
lation subvolume and surrounding ghost cells. Since the
hydrodynamical calculation for every cell is localized to a
finite stencil, only the ghost cells on the boundary of the
volume may require updating from other processes via
MPI communication every time step. Compared with a
simulation done on a single CPU/GPU pair, additional
overheads for a multi-process simulation can therefore
include MPI communications needed to exchange infor-
mation at boundaries and potential inefficiencies in the
GPU computation introduced by the domain decomposi-
tion. While domain decomposition influences communi-
cations overheads in all MPI-parallelized codes by chang-
ing the surface area-to-volume ratio of computational
subvolumes, domain decomposition additionally affects
the performance of a GPU-accelerated code by changing
the ratio of ghost to real cells in memory that must be
transferred to the GPU. Since memory transfers from the
CPU to the GPU involve considerable overhead, domain
decompositions that limit the fraction of ghost cells on
a local process are favorable. Cholla therefore allows for
two different domain decompositions, described below.
3.7.1. Slab Decomposition
Following the domain decomposition utilized by the
Fastest Fourier Transform in the West discrete Fourier
transform library (FFTW; Frigo & Johnson 2005),
Cholla can use a slab-based decomposition in which the
simulation volume is sliced only in one dimension. In
the slab decomposition a maximum of two boundaries
may be shared between processes, and because there are
limited communications the slab decomposition proves
efficient for simulations run with a small number of pro-
cesses. With the addition of more processes the slabs
grow narrower, the ratio of boundary ghost cells to real
cells for each subvolume increases rapidly, and the time
required to exchange boundary cells between processes
remains nearly constant. Although these features cause
a computational inefficiency that continues to degrade
with increasing numbers of processes, Cholla nonethe-
less includes an optional slab decomposition for use with
limited processes and in conjunction with FFTW.
The division of the simulation volume for Cholla’s slab
decomposition is straightforward. When the FFTW li-
brary slab decomposition is used, the slab width on
each process is optimized for accelerating discrete Fourier
transform computations. Otherwise, the number of cells
in the x-dimension spanning the total simulation volume
is divided evenly across the number of processes, and any
remaining cells are split as evenly among the processes
as possible. Once the domains have been assigned, each
process initializes the real cells associated with its volume
and exchanges boundary cells. First, each process posts
a receive request for each MPI boundary. If the process
has a global simulation boundary along the x-direction,
it posts either one receive request in the case of reflective,
transmissive, or analytic global boundary conditions, or
two in the case of global periodic boundary conditions.
Processes that are surrounded by other processes will al-
ways have two MPI boundaries. The processes then send
the initialized values of the real cells from their subvol-
ume that are needed by other processes. While waiting
for the cell exchange communications to complete, each
process computes the cell values on its non-MPI bound-
aries (typically the y- and z boundaries). This asyn-
chronous ordering of communication and boundary com-
putation minimizes the amount of time the CPU must
sit idle while waiting to receive boundary cell informa-
tion. Once all the receives have completed, each process
proceeds through the CTU step as though it were an in-
dependent simulation volume. At the end of each time
step, boundary cells must again be exchanged along with
the information from each local subvolume required to
determine the global simulation time step.
3.7.2. Block Decomposition
In addition to begin computationally inefficient, a slab
decomposition limits the total number of processes that
can be run as a result of the finite dimensions of the
simulation volume. To improve upon both these fac-
tors, Cholla includes a block decomposition that seeks to
minimize the aspect ratios of the simulation subvolume
evolved by each process. For a block decomposition, up
to six MPI communications for cell exchanges may be
required per time step. Despite this increased number
of communications, the reduction of the surface area-
to-volume ratio of the block decomposition improves its
efficiency beyond that achieved by a slab decomposition
for large numbers of processes.
In the case of a block decomposition the x-, y-, and
z-dimensions for each subvolume are kept as even as pos-
sible. Once a simulation volume is appropriately divided
and local real cells initialized by each process, bound-
ary cells between subvolumes must be exchanged. To
keep the number of MPI communications to a maximum
of six, the processes exchange boundary cells in a spe-
cific order. First, each process posts a receive request
for any MPI boundaries on an x-face. While waiting for
those data to arrive, the processes set x-ghost cells on
any non-MPI x faces. Once the x-boundaries arrive, the
processes post receive requests for MPI boundaries on y-
faces, including the corner regions just transferred in the
exchange along the x-direction. While waiting for the
y-boundaries to arrive, each process computes the ghost
cell values along non-MPI y-boundaries. By first send-
ing the x-boundaries, processes can receive information
needed for the y-boundary exchange from diagonally-
adjacent processes without directly exchanging informa-
tion with those processes. The same procedure is fol-
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Fig. 6.— Ghost cell information is exchanged by MPI processes
for the case of a 2D simulation with periodic boundaries. The real-
cell domain of each of the four processes is represented by a colored
square (A, B, C, and D). Each process needs information from the
other three processes in order to set all of its ghost cells. By first
exchanging x boundaries (represented by the outlined rectangles
labeled step 1), then exchanging y boundaries (step 2), the pro-
cesses are able to access the needed information without explicitly
communicating with every other process. For example, on step 2,
process D receives the red boundary cells from Process A that it
needs to update its corner ghost cells, without ever communicating
directly with process A.
lowed for the z-boundaries.
Figure 6 illustrates this process for a 2D simulation
with periodic boundaries and a four-process decomposi-
tion. Each process first initializes its real cells, repre-
sented by the large colored squares. To perform the hy-
drodynamical simulation timestep in parallel across sepa-
rate processes, each process must receive boundary ghost
cells from the real cells hosted by surrounding processes.
The boundary regions for each process are outlined in
Figure 6 and labelled 1 and 2. The processes first ex-
change x-boundary information (region 1) via two MPI
communications. Once the x-boundary exchange is com-
plete, y-boundary information (region 2) is exchanged,
including the corner regions received from other pro-
cesses. The same procedure is repeated for z-boundaries
in a 3D simulation. Following this pattern keeps the re-
quired number of MPI communications to a maximum of
six, instead of the potential twenty-six communications
that would be required to separately exchange each face,
edge, and corner boundary region for an interior subvol-
ume in a 3D simulation. When using the block decompo-
sition with a large number of GPUs, the MPI communi-
cations typically comprise only a few percent of the total
computation time.
We note briefly that the block decomposition imple-
mented in Cholla may also be adapted to enable the use
of Fast Fourier Transform libraries that use a block de-
composition, such as the Parallel FFT package written
by Steve Plimpton4.
4 http://www.sandia.gov/ sjplimp/docs/fft/README.html
Fig. 7.— Strong scaling on a 5123 double precision sound wave
perturbation test with periodic boundaries measured relative to the
calculation done on a single GPU (no MPI). Ideal strong scaling
is shown by the dashed one-to-one line. The total runtime for the
simulation remains close to ideal up to 64 processes, with non-ideal
scaling coming primarily from the MPI communications needed to
set boundary conditions. The portion of the code executing on the
GPU is incorporated entirely within the CTU function, shown by
the red points. We exclude the time taken to initialize the grid
because the test was short and the initialization was a significant
fraction of the total runtime, and therefore would heavily bias the
total runtime results.
3.7.3. Scaling
The scalability of the Cholla MPI implementation to
more than one GPU warrants a discussion. To study the
scaling of the code, the GPU-accelerated International
Business Machines iDataplex cluster El Gato at the Uni-
versity of Arizona was used. Using El Gato, we have
tested both the strong and weak scaling of Cholla using
up to 64 GPUs. The results are shown in Figures 7 and 8.
For both scaling tests, a three-dimensional sound wave
perturbation problem with periodic boundary conditions
and a block decomposition is used to maximize the num-
ber of MPI communications required per timestep. In
both the strong and weak scaling tests, Cholla updates
an average of 6.7×106 cells per second using the NVIDIA
Kepler K20X GPUs available on El Gato. The 3D sound
wave perturbation requires work to be done by every
cell and uses third-order spatial reconstruction and an
exact Riemann solver. The test is therefore relatively
inefficient. By contrast, on a 2D sound wave test us-
ing second-order spatial reconstruction and a Roe solver,
Cholla updates an average of 1.8× 107 cells per second.
All tests have been performed using double precision.
For the strong scaling test, a 5123 grid is evolved for
10 time steps. The timing results for the total test run-
time, the CTU algorithm (performed on the GPU), and
the boundary computation including ghost cell exchange
communication are tracked separately. We exclude the
simulation initialization from the runtime, as it comprises
a significant fraction of the runtime for these short tests
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Fig. 8.— Weak scaling performance of Cholla . A double preci-
sion sound wave perturbation test is used, with the total number
of cells calculated by each process is scaled to maintain ≈ 3223
cells for a single process. The test is run for 10 time steps. The
total runtime (blue points) remains roughly constant up to 64 pro-
cesses, as does the time taken for the GPU portion of the code
(red points). The time taken for the boundary conditions (pur-
ple points) increases at low numbers of processes as the maximum
number of MPI communications increases, but then remains flat
as more processes are added.
and obscures the results. As Figure 7 shows, the over-
all scaling of Cholla is close to ideal, with the CTU step
scaling slightly better than ideal beyond 8 processes. The
increased efficiency at 16 processes or more owes to the
decomposition decreasing the cells per process below the
number that necessitates subgrid splitting, thereby re-
ducing the CPU-GPU communications overhead. All of
the GPU calculations contained within the CTU step
scale better than ideal at 64 processes. That the bound-
ary condition computation does not scale as well primar-
ily owes to the reduced number of MPI communications
needed in runs with small numbers of processes compared
with tests utilizing large numbers of processes where ev-
ery subvolume boundary requires an MPI communica-
tion per timestep. The scaling between an 8 process run
and a 64 process run, both of which require MPI commu-
nications for all boundaries, is close to ideal. We achieve
an effective bandwidth for the MPI ghost cell exchange
of 2.4 gigabits per second in all runs.
The weak scaling performance of Cholla is shown in
Figure 8. A double precision sound wave perturbation
with periodic boundaries is again used, but in this test
the size of the total computational volume is rescaled
with the number of processes to keep the number of cells
per process approximately constant at ≈ 3223 (note that
each process uses its own distinct GPU during the simu-
lation). The test is run for 10 time steps. The total run-
time efficiency as a function of the number of processes
remains roughly constant beyond a single process. The
CTU algorithm comprises the majority of the computa-
tional cost of each timestep, and exhibits nearly perfect
weak scaling. The boundary condition calculation for the
serial case does not involve MPI communications and is
correspondingly inexpensive when using a single process.
With two or more processes, MPI communications in-
duce an additional overhead beyond the single process
case. However, the weak scaling of the boundary condi-
tions is reasonably maintained to 64 processes.
4. TESTS
A large variety of hydrodynamics tests exist in the lit-
erature, some of which have been used for several decades
(e.g. Sod 1978). Their ubiquity makes these canonical
tests an excellent way to compare the performance of
Cholla with other codes. In addition, many tests have
been designed to explicitly show the failings of hydrody-
namics solvers in various environments or highlight the
circumstances where they perform exceptionally well. In
choosing the tests shown below, we attempt to demon-
strate the breadth of problems Cholla can simulate. We
also demonstrate the effects of changing reconstruction
methods or Riemann solvers, and show differences in the
outcomes of tests where they are relevant. If not other-
wise specified, the following tests were performed using
piecewise parabolic reconstruction with the characteris-
tic variables (PPMC) and an exact Riemann solver. All
tests were performed in double precision on GPUs.
Before delving into the specifics of each test, we make
a note about the convergence rate of Cholla . Many
shock-capturing methods revert to first order at shocks
(see, e.g., Laney 1998), so to test the convergence rate
of Cholla the smooth perturbation test described in
Stone et al. (2008) is employed. Both the PPMP and
PPMC implementations in Cholla demonstrate second-
order convergence in the L1 error norm out to grid reso-
lutions of 1024 cells.
4.1. 1D Hydrodynamics
4.1.1. Sod Shock Tube
The Sod problem (Sod 1978) is often the first test per-
formed by hydrodynamics codes, and we do not diverge
from precedent here. Though the Sod problem is not
a difficult test to run, the solution contains several im-
portant fluid features. We present the test here as an
example of the ability of Cholla to resolve both shocks
and contact discontinuities within a narrow region of just
a few zones. The initial conditions are simply a Riemann
problem, with density and pressure ρL = PL = 1.0 on the
left, ρR = PR = 0.1 on the right, and an initial velocity
uL = uR = 0.0. The initial discontinuity is at position
x = 0.5. For this and all of the following one dimen-
sional tests, orthogonal velocities are set to zero. We use
an ideal gas equation of state with γ = 1.4 for all tests,
unless otherwise noted.
The test is computed on a grid of 100 cells until a final
time of t = 0.2. By that time a shock, a contact dis-
continuity, and a rarefaction fan have formed and spread
enough to be clearly visible as seen in Figures 9 and
10. As described in Section 2.2, Cholla has two versions
of piecewise parabolic interface reconstruction. PPMP
follows the FLASH code documentation (Fryxell et al.
2000) and includes contact discontinuity steepening and
shock flattening, while PPMC is based on the Athena
code documentation (Stone et al. 2008) and reconstructs
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Fig. 9.— The solution to the Sod shock tube test using PPMP
with a resolution of 100 cells. The exact solution is shown as a
line with points from the Cholla simulation over plotted. Features
seen in the density plot include a rarefaction wave expanding from
the initial discontinuity at x = 0.5, a rightward moving contact
discontinuity at x ≈ 0.7, and a rightward moving shock at x ≈ 0.85.
Fig. 10.— The solution to the Sod shock tube test using PPMC
with a resolution of 100 cells. The exact solution is shown as a line
with points from the Cholla simulation over plotted. The same
fluid features are seen as in Figure 9, with the contact discontinuity
slightly less narrowly resolved.
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Fig. 11.— Numerical solution to the strong shock test at time
t = 0.2 using PPMP (top) and PPMC (bottom) with a resolution
of 100 cells, as compared to the exact solution shown by the solid
line. The detailed initial conditions are described in the text. The
contact discontinuity is better resolved with PPMP, but there fewer
oscillations in the solution calculated with PPMC.
the interface values using characteristics without explicit
steeping or flattening. As can be seen in the density
plot, the contact discontinuity is resolved over just two
zones using PPMP, and over three to four zones using
PPMC. Because of its the explicit treatment of contacts,
the PPMP method is slightly better at resolving contact
discontinuities, but is also more susceptible to nonphys-
ical oscillations as demonstrated in later tests.
4.1.2. Strong Shock Test
The strong shock test (Fryxell et al. 2000) resembles
the Sod shock tube, but is more discriminating owing
to the much more severe differences between the left
and right initial states. This test starts with an initial
discontinuity at x = 0.5, with left and right densities
ρL = 10.0 and ρR = 1.0. Initial pressures are PL = 100
and PR = 1.0. The initial velocities are set to zero, as in
the Sod test. The problem is calculated on a grid of 100
cells, and the resulting density in the numerical solution
using both PPMP and PPMC is shown at time t = 0.07
in Figure 11.
As can be seen in Figure 11, both PPMP and PPMC
do a decent job reproducing the exact solution on this
difficult problem. However, the differences between the
two reconstruction methods have more discernible effects
in this test. The contact discontinuity at x = 0.75 is
better resolved with PPMP, but the solution is more os-
cillatory in the region between the contact discontinuity
and the tail of the rarefaction fan. In constructing the
linear slopes across interfaces, both PPMP and PPMC
use limiters that are designed to be total variation di-
minishing (TVD). However, the third-order reconstruc-
tion leads to added complications (Colella & Woodward
1984). Despite attempts to preserve monotonicity (see
Appendix A), problems with strong shocks are observed
to cause oscillations in both methods. Due to its more
diffusive nature, we find that PPMC is less susceptible
to oscillations in regions with strong density and pres-
sure contrasts. The inclusion of contact discontinuity
steepening in PPMP keeps contacts sharp but tends to
exacerbate the oscillations. The discontinuity detection
relies on a number of heuristically determined constants,
and the resulting slopes are not always TVD. The oscil-
lations present in the upper panel of Figure 11 can be
significantly reduced by lowering the value of the con-
stant that determines whether a zone contains a density
discontinuity or a shock (see Equation A36). This con-
stant is labeled “K0” in Colella & Woodward 1984, not to
be confused with “K”, the coefficient used in their arti-
ficial dissipation scheme. When the discontinuity detec-
tion in PPMP is turned off entirely (equivalent to setting
K0 = 0) the two methods produce very similar results on
the strong shock test.
4.1.3. Strong Rarefaction Test
The strong rarefaction test, or 123 problem, was origi-
nally used by Einfeldt et al. (1991) to illustrate a scenario
that causes a subset of approximate Riemann solvers to
fail. Because the solution contains a region where the
energy is largely kinetic and the pressure is close to vac-
uum, the Roe solver (or any other linearized solver) will
produce negative densities or pressures in the numerical
solution (Einfeldt et al. 1991). The initial conditions con-
sist of a fluid with constant density and pressure but op-
posite receding velocity at the center. Specifically, we set
ρL = ρR = 1.0, PL = PR = 0.4, uL = 2.0, and uR = 2.0.
In Figure 12, we show the results of this test on a grid
of 128 cells at time t = 0.15 using PPMP reconstruction
and the exact solver. This test is not a challenge using
the exact solver, but without modification the Roe solver
would fail on this problem. For this reason, we test the
density and pressure produced in the solution by the Roe
solver and revert to the HLLE solver if necessary. With
that fix we can run the problem with either solver, and
in fact the HLLE fluxes are only needed on the first step
of the simulation.
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Fig. 12.— Numerical solution to the Einfeldt strong rarefaction
test at t = 0.07 using PPMP and the exact Riemann solver with
a resolution of 128 cells. The exact solution is shown as a line,
with the solution from Cholla over plotted. This test will cause
linearized solvers to fail without modification.
Fig. 13.— Numerical solution to the Shu & Osher shock tube
problem. A low resolution solution with 200 cells (points) is plotted
over a high resolution solution with 800 cells (line). This test shows
the result when PPM limiters cut off maxima in low resolution
models of smoothly varying solutions.
4.1.4. Shu and Osher Shocktube
The Shu-Osher shocktube test shows the tendency of
PPM to cut off maxima in smoothly varying problems
as a result of the slope limiters imposed in the recon-
struction method (Shu & Osher 1989). The test con-
sists of a strong shockwave propagating into a region
with a sinusoidally varying density. The initial conditions
are ρL = 3.857143, uL = 2.629369, and pL = 10.3333;
ρR = 1 + 0.2sin(5pix), uR = 0, and pR = 1.0. We run
the problem on the domain x = [−1, 1] with the initial
discontinuity at x = −0.8. The results of the test using
both 200 cells and 800 cells are shown in Figure 13. As
can be seen, the low resolution solution does lose some of
the amplitude of the peaks. Using newer versions of the
limiting functions can help alleviate this problem (Colella
& Sekora 2008; Stone et al. 2008), although we have not
yet implemented these limiters in Cholla.
4.1.5. Interacting Blast Waves
Originally described in Colella & Woodward (1984),
the interacting blast wave test helps quantify the behavior
of a code near strong shocks and contact discontinuities.
The test consists of a medium with initially constant den-
sity ρ = 1.0, with γ = 1.4 on the domain x = [0, 1]. Re-
flecting boundary conditions are used. Two shocks are
initialized on either side of the domain, with p = 1000 for
x < 0.1, p = 100 for x > 0.9, and p = 0.01 in between.
The problem is run until time t = 0.038, at which point
the shocks and rarefactions in the initial solution have
interacted multiple times.
We show plots of the density computed with both
PPMP and PPMC in Figure 14. We plot a low reso-
lution solution with 400 grid cells over a high resolution
reference solution computed with 9600 cells. As can be
seen in the figure, PPMP does an excellent job keep-
ing the contact discontinuities at x = 0.6 and x = 0.8
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Fig. 14.— Numerical solution for the interacting blast wave test
using PPMP (top) and PPMC (bottom) with a resolution of 400
cells, plotted over a reference solution with 9600 cells. This solution
is shown at t = 0.038, when the original shocks and rarefactions
have interacted several times. The test was designed to capture a
code’s ability to maintain narrow features.
contained within just two zones, as compared to the so-
lution computed with PPMC in which the contacts are
smeared over many cells. In addition, PPMC tends to
more severely cut off the maximum at x = 0.75, while
PPMP does a decent job of keeping the full height al-
though the peak is slightly offset. Both reconstruction
techniques do a good job reproducing the shocks and the
rarefaction fan between x = 0.65 and x = 0.7.
4.2. 2D Hydrodynamics
4.2.1. Implosion Test
The implosion test is a converging shock problem first
presented in Hui et al. (1999). The version presented
Fig. 15.— Numerical solutions for an implosion test. Top: The
400 × 400 implosion test at t = 0.045; 31 density contours from
0.35 to 1.1 are overlaid on a color-scale pressure map, with only
the inner region of the computational domain shown, x = [0, 0.22]
and y = [0, 0.22]. Middle: The same test at t = 2.5; 36 density
contours from 0.125 to 1 are overlaid on a color-scale pressure map.
Bottom: A 4096 × 4096 version of the implosion test at t = 2.5.
The same contour levels are drawn.
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here is described in Liska & Wendroff (2003), and be-
gins with a square region of high density and pressure
containing a diamond-shaped region of low density and
pressure. These initial conditions evoke the traditional
Sod shock tube problem extended to two dimensions, but
inclined to the grid by 45 degrees rather than aligned as
in the one dimensional case. As the test begins material
moves inward rapidly toward the center, leading to an
implosion. When run for a short amount of time, this
test demonstrates the ability of a code to resolve con-
tact discontinuities and other fluid features for a non-
grid aligned shock tube. When run for enough time to
evolve well past the initial shock tube solution, the test
illustrates the symmetry (or lack thereof) of a code.
Figure 15 shows the results of the implosion test run
with PPMC and an exact solver at an early time t =
0.045 and a later time t = 2.5. The problem was run on
a 400 × 400 grid with a domain x = [0, 0.3], y = [0, 0.3]
and reflecting boundary conditions at every boundary,
comprising the upper right quadrant of the axisymmetric
test described above. The initial density and pressure
within the diamond-shaped region are ρ = 0.125 and p =
0.14, while outside the density and pressure are ρ = 1.0
and p = 1.0. Initial velocities are zero, as in the Sod test.
A discontinuous interface is located along the diagonal
running from (0.15, 0) to (0, 0.15). In the upper panel
of Figure 15 a rarefaction fan can be seen expanding
outward from this interface. As the upper panel shows,
Cholla does an excellent job resolving the contact at early
times, as can be seen along the diagonal from (0, 0.1) to
(0.1, 0).
At the later time a jet has appeared in the solution.
The production of the jet is a direct result of ability
to preserve symmetry in the Cholla solution to numer-
ical accuracy. Liska & Wendroff (2003) demonstrated
that codes that employ non-symmetry preserving meth-
ods like Strang splitting may fail to produce the jet-like
feature. The fact that this test is so sensitive to the
symmetry of the problem makes it useful for diagnosing
potential coding errors, but the test also demonstrates
the extent to which a non-symmetric algorithm can im-
pact the physical accuracy of the result. As this test
shows, relatively large-scale features in the solution can
be completely lost if a code fails to maintain a sufficient
level of symmetric accuracy.
The bottom panel of Figure 15 shows the results of
this test recomputed at a much higher resolution of
4096 × 4096. The same large-scale features are appar-
ent in the solution, but as expected the small-scale den-
sity perturbations and shape of the jet have clearly not
converged. However, this high resolution test serves as
further evidence of the ability of Cholla to preserve ax-
isymmetry even in a very difficult problem. At this ex-
treme resolution, the code must perform over 200, 000
time steps and more than 3× 1012 cell updates to reach
time t = 2.5. At that point, the results are still exactly
symmetric (to floating-point precision), demonstrating
that symmetry preservation in Cholla is a robust feature
of the code.
4.2.2. Explosion Test
The explosion test, also from Liska & Wendroff (2003),
is designed to test the evolution of an unstable contact
discontinuity and is highly sensitive to numerical noise
Fig. 16.— Numerical solution to the 2D explosion test at t = 3.2
using PLMP (top) and PPMP (bottom), both at a resolution of
400×400. We show a color map of the pressure overlaid by 27 den-
sity contours, from 0.08 to 0.21 with step 0.005. The lower order
reconstruction method is more diffusive for the contact discontinu-
ity, but is less susceptible to the instability that causes the contact
interface to be unstable.
in the initial conditions. This noise seeds an instabil-
ity that grows as the solution evolves. The test starts
with a domain x = [0, 1.5], y = [0, 1.5] that contains
a circularly symmetric region of high density and pres-
sure, with ρ = 1 and p = 1 inside a circle with radius
r = 0.4. Reflecting inner boundaries and transmissive
outer boundaries are used. Outside the circle the den-
sity and pressure are set to ρ = 0.125 and p = 0.1. The
initial velocities are zero. Because the problem is sensi-
tive to initial perturbations at the interface, the density
and pressure for cells are area-weighted at the boundary.
For each cell on the boundary of the circle the percentage
of the area inside the radial boundary is computed, and
the initial cell data weighted appropriately.
The test problem is performed on a grid of 400 × 400
cells, and Figure 16 shows the result of the calculation
using PLMP and PPMP at t = 3.2. As expected, the
higher order reconstruction method does a better job pre-
serving the narrow structure of the contact, but is also
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Fig. 17.— Snapshots from a 2D Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
test on a 1920 x 1080 grid at t = 0.4, 0.7, and 1.0. The eddies
at the discontinuous interface start out at the resolution scale of
the simulation and grow in a predictable manner until they enter
a non-linear regime.
more susceptible to structure along the interface as the
instability develops. Thus, as the problem progresses,
the lower order more diffusive method may result in a
cleaner solution. We note that both methods preserve
the exact symmetry of the problem, provided the initial
conditions are symmetric.
4.2.3. Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability
A Kelvin-Helmholtz instability test demonstrates the
extent to which a hydrodynamics code resolves mixing
caused by shear flows. In this test, two fluids at different
densities flow past each other and characteristic eddies
appear and grow at the interface between the fluids. The
growth of the eddies in the linear regime can be analyt-
ically described (Chandrasekhar 1961) and depends on
properties of the fluid and the interface itself. At a dis-
continuous interface, small eddies will develop first at the
grid scale of the simulation, and these will gradually grow
and combine into larger eddies as shown in Figure 17.
The exact nature of the instability depends sensitively
on the resolution and initial conditions of the test (e.g.,
Robertson et al. 2010). The test shown in Figure 17
was run on a 1920× 1080 grid, with a domain x = [0, 1],
y = [0, 0.5625] in order to maintain square cells. The sim-
ulation initial conditions include a dense fluid with den-
sity ρ = 2.0 in the middle third of the box, surrounded by
a less dense fluid with density ρ = 1.0 in the outer thirds.
The denser fluid has a velocity u = −0.5, and the less
dense fluid has a velocity u = 0.5; the y-velocities are ini-
tially v = 0. The entire simulation volume is initialized
in pressure equilibrium with p = 2.5. A small-amplitude
perturbation is added to the x- and y-velocities of every
cell in the grid, in proportion to the x-position following
u = u+0.01sin(2pix) and v = v+0.01sin(2pix). The sim-
ulation is evolved to t = 1.0, by which time the growth
of the eddies has entered the non-linear regime.
As the eddies grow, more mixing between the high
density and low density material occurs. Resolving this
mixing is an important task for a hydrodynamics code,
as the amount of mixing can have a significant im-
pact on broad features in the simulation outcome. The
level of mixing tends to increase with resolution as well
as with higher order reconstruction techniques. There-
fore, Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities highlight the impor-
tance of having an efficient high order reconstruction
method and a fast code. As expected for a high resolu-
tion grid code with a high order reconstruction method,
Cholla does an excellent job of resolving the shear mix-
ing.
4.3. 3D Hydrodynamics
4.3.1. Noh’s Strong Shock
The Noh strong shock test, originally described in one
dimension by Noh (1987), demonstrates how well a code
can track a strong, high mach number shock. This test
is considered difficult to perform in either two or three
dimensions, as many hydrodynamics codes cannot run
the test accurately and some fail completely (Liska &
Wendroff 2003). The test starts with a constant den-
sity of ρ0 = 1.0 throughout the grid, with zero pressure
and constant velocity |V| = 1.0 toward the origin. For
this test, the adiabatic index is set to γ = 53 . These ini-
tial conditions result in a formally infinite strength shock
reflecting outward from the origin with spherical symme-
try. Cholla cannot be run with zero pressure, so we set
the initial pressure to a low number, p0 = 10
−6, but
we note that the results are relatively insensitive to the
initial pressures below p0 ∼ 10−3.
The Noh test is initialized in an octant on the domain
[0, 1] with reflecting inner boundaries. The outer bound-
aries are set according to the analytic solution for the
density and energy, which in two or three dimensions is
ρ(t) = ρ0
(
1 +
t
r
)n−1
,
where r is the radius in polar or spherical coordinates,
and n is the dimensionality of the problem. The momen-
tum follows from the velocity and the solution for the
density, and the total energy is set to
E(t) =
p0
γ − 1 + 0.5ρ(t).
We evolve the solution to t = 2.0, by which time the
shock has propagated through more than half of the com-
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Fig. 18.— Numerical solution of the Noh strong shock test at
t = 2.0 on a 2003 grid. These figures show an xy slice through
the z = 0 plane. 31 density contours from 4 to 64 are overlaid
on a color-scale density map. Top: With h correction. Bottom:
Without h correction.
putational domain. The density immediately in front of
the shock as well as the density of the post shock gas can
also be calculated analytically. In the 3D case, the gas
immediately before the shock has a density of ρ = 16,
and the post-shock gas has a corresponding density of
ρ = 64.
Running the Noh test on a Cartesian grid creates
strong, grid-aligned shocks that provoke a behavior in
the numerical solution known as the carbuncle instabil-
ity. The carbuncle instability arises as a result of oscil-
latory crossflow solutions to the Riemann problem near
such shocks (Quirk 1994). This problem is addressed by
implementing a form of the H correction, as described
in Sanders et al. (1998) and detailed in Appendix C. By
incorporating information about the fastest transverse
wave speeds, the H correction adds dissipation to the 1D
fluxes calculated by the Roe Riemann solver that reduces
the carbuncle strength.
The result of the Noh test using PPMC with and with-
out the H correction can be seen in Figure 18. Without
the H correction, the solution suffers from strong oscil-
latory behavior, particularly along the edges where the
shock is aligned with the grid. In the version with the
H correction applied, the unstable behavior along the
axes is effectively absent. The region near the origin
where the density dips down is a density error known
as “wall heating” and is not related to the carbuncle in-
stability. Wall heating is the feature that the 1D Noh
test was originally designed to demonstrate. The slight
noise along the shock front is a result of the strength of
the shock, and is similar to the minor oscillations seen
in the 1D strong shock test. We note that implementing
the H correction increases the stencil required for CTU.
Because the current version of Cholla is designed to ac-
commodate a maximum of four ghost cells, we currently
implement the H correction only with PPMC or lower-
order reconstruction methods.
5. NEW RESULTS FOR ASTROPHYSICAL PHENOMENA:
SHOCKWAVE-ISM INTERACTIONS
We now showcase the power of Cholla in an astrophys-
ical context by simulating the interaction of supernova
blast waves with clouds in the interstellar medium (ISM).
Advancing theoretical understanding of the conditions in
the ISM and the effects of supernova feedback is an active
area of research (e.g. Agertz et al. 2013; Kim & Ostriker
2014; Martizzi et al. 2014). Stellar feedback is thought
to affect the evolution of galaxies on large scales by gen-
erating outflows and regulating star formation rates, but
the scales on which this feedback couples to the ISM
are unresolved in large cosmological simulations (Martin
1999; Mac Low & Klessen 2004). Using high resolution
methods to constrain the physics of the ISM on sub-
parsec scales is thus critical to improving the subgrid pre-
scriptions applied in simulations of galaxy formation. In
addition, simulating the ISM on smaller scales provides
high-resolution numerical results that can be compared
to observations of gas within our galaxy.
The superior shock-capturing abilities of grid-based
hydrodynamic codes enables the to serve as an impor-
tant tool for simulating the types of high-mach number
shocks observed in star-forming regions of the ISM. In
addition, simulating the interaction of these shocks with
gas clouds benefits from high-order spatial reconstruc-
tion techniques that accurately trace the hydrodynamic
instabilities that develop in ISM gas. Fast, physically
accurate codes like Cholla are therefore well-suited for
simulating problems like shockwave-ISM interactions.
Theoretical work describing the interaction between
shocks and gas clouds has a long history extending back
at least to the calculations of McKee & Cowie (1975).
In order to treat the problem analytically, these authors
presented early computations of a high mach number,
planar shock hitting a spherical cloud. Using this simple
setup, the speed of the shock within the cloud, vcs, can
be calculated using only the density contrast between the
cloud and the ambient medium, χ = ncl/nism, and the
speed of the shock in the ambient medium, vs, as follows,
vcs = χ
− 12 vs. (31)
Klein et al. (1994) carried out a formative numerical
study of the cloud-shock problem, in which they defined
a characteristic timescale for the evolution of the cloud.
This “cloud crushing time”, tcc, corresponds roughly to
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the internal shock crossing time, i.e. tcc = rcl/vcs. Using
Equation 31, the cloud crushing time can be related to
the radius of the cloud, rcl, the density contrast χ, and
vs, via
tcc = rclχ
1
2 /vs. (32)
Using this characteristic timescale, various stages of
the cloud’s evolution can be described. The mixing time
of dense cloud gas and the ambient medium holds in-
terest for both quantifying the impact of supernovae on
their immediate environments and for the survival time
of dense gas in galactic outflows. The shocked cloud ex-
periences various hydrodynamic instabilities that cause
its destruction, most importantly the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability (KHI). The long wavelength modes of the KHI
tend to break the cloud apart, while the shorter wave-
length modes mix cloud material with the surrounding
medium. Using 2D adiabatic simulations with density
contrasts in the range 10 < χ < 100, Klein et al. (1994)
demonstrated a spherical cloud is destroyed by large-
scale instabilities in tdest ' 3.5tcc, where the destruction
time, tdest, is defined as the time it takes for the mass
in the core of the cloud to be reduced to a fraction 1/e
of the initial cloud mass. Meanwhile, small-scale insta-
bilities efficiently mix cloud material with the ambient
medium in a time of order 4 − 5tcc. These results were
corroborated in 3D simulations by Xu & Stone (1995).
Subsequent work on the cloud-shock problem has ex-
amined how additional physics such as magnetic fields,
radiative cooling, self-gravity, and thermal conduction
affect the cloud’s evolution (e.g. Mac Low et al. 1994;
Fragile et al. 2005; Orlando et al. 2005; Melioli et al.
2006; Shin et al. 2008). These studies have produced
many useful results, ranging from the stabilizing effects
of magnetic fields in certain configurations to the struc-
tural properties of the cloud necessary for gravitational
collapse. However, still missing from the literature is
an attempt to connect the evolution of clouds with re-
alistic density structures to the analytic theory derived
for spheres. Almost all studies of the cloud-shock prob-
lem have investigated only spherical or elliptical over-
densities, despite the approximately log-normal density
distributions of ISM clouds (Padoan & Nordlund 2002).
One exception is the work of Nakamura et al. (2006),
which showed that clouds with a steeply tapering den-
sity profiles were destroyed and mixed more quickly than
those with a shallow density gradient. Another is the
study by Cooper et al. (2009), which included a simula-
tion of a cloud with a fractal density distribution. How-
ever, that work focused primarily on the long-term sur-
vival of radiatively cooling cloud fragments in a galaxy-
scale hot wind and did not attempt to produce an an-
alytic timescale for cloud destruction or mixing for the
fractal cloud case. A numerical study evaluating the evo-
lution of a cloud with a realistic density distribution in
the context of the analytic timescales defined by Klein
et al. (1994) remains to be performed.
In this section, we apply Cholla to a preliminary study
of this problem. Our goal is to determine whether a re-
alistic cloud with a given mean density is mixed with
the ISM on a timescale comparable to a spherical cloud
with the same mass and mean density. If not, we wish
to adapt the analytical framework of Klein et al. (1994)
to more realistic clouds to characterize their destruction
process. To address these issues we carry out a series of
high-resolution, 3D hydrodynamic simulations compar-
ing clouds with spherical density distributions to clouds
with more realistic density distributions created using a
Mach ∼ 5 turbulence simulation, and we devise a sim-
ple alteration to the Klein et al. (1994) formalism that
enables and analytical description of the cloud evolution
for both spherical and realistic density distributions.
5.1. The Simulations
We run three sets of simulations with low, medium,
and high mean density contrasts, as listed in Table 2.
Each simulation is run in a 512 × 512 × 1024 box with
side lengths l = 10 pc × 10 pc × 20 pc, corresponding to
a resolution of 0.02 pc. In each simulation, a cloud is
placed with its center at (0, 0, 2.5). In all simulations the
cloud is initially at rest, and the temperature of the gas
is set such that the cloud is in pressure equilibrium with
the ambient medium. In the low density simulations,
both the spherical cloud and the realistic cloud have a
mean density that is 10 times the initial ambient den-
sity, χ = nˆcl/nism = 10. In the intermediate-density
simulations, χ = 20, and in the high-density simula-
tions, χ = 40. The realistic cloud consists of a spher-
ical region excised from a Mach ∼ 5 turbulence simula-
tion (Robertson & Goldreich 2012) and has a log-normal
density distribution that is truncated at densities below
that of the ambient medium. Higher density regions are
scaled such that the mean density of the realistic cloud
matches that of the spherical cloud. The highest density
regions in the realistic clouds are three orders of mag-
nitude above the ambient density, and the lowest tem-
peratures are of order 10 K. The radius of the spherical
cloud in all simulations is Rcl = 1.07 pc, and is set such
that the total mass in the spherical cloud matches that of
the realistic cloud. The low-density clouds (both spher-
ical and realistic) have an initial mass mcl,0 ≈ 0.13M,
the clouds in the intermediate simulation have an ini-
tial mass mcl,0 ≈ 0.25M while the high-density clouds
have an initial mass mcl,0 ≈ 0.51M. The initial cloud
masses and mean densities include all material above the
ambient density. Figure 19 shows x − z projections of
the initial conditions and several later snapshots for the
intermediate-density simulations.
We consider the interaction of small clouds with an
old supernova blast wave, such that the radius of shock
wave can be assumed to be infinite with respect to the
cloud radius, and the shock can therefore be treated as
planar. The simulation starts with a planar shock wave
propagating upward through the box in the +z direction
through an ambient medium with an initial number den-
sity of hydrogen atoms nh = 0.1 cm
−3, and initial tem-
perature of T = 104 K. Using the shock jump conditions
in the strong shock limit (Zeldovich & Raizer 1966), the
post-shock density, velocity, and pressure are given by
npsh =
γ + 1
γ − 1nism,
vpsh =
2
γ + 1
vs,
ppsh ≈ 2γ
γ + 1
M2pism,
(33)
where vs = Mcism is the shock speed, M is the Mach
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Fig. 19.— Snapshots at t = 0, t = 5 kyr = 0.375 tcc, t = 10 kyr = 1.0 tcc, t = 30 kyr = 3.5 tcc, and t = 40 kyr = 4.75 tcc from the
intermediate-density cloud-shock simulations. Each snapshot displays an x− z density projection of the part of the domain containing the
cloud. Yellow and green regions indicate high temperature shocked gas, while high intensity indicates higher density material. The density
scale represents the average of the projected density, nˆ. At t = 0 the spherical cloud is at rest in a 10 pc×10 pc×20 pc simulation box. The
cloud is in pressure equilibrium with the ambient medium, which has a temperature of 104 K. At t = 0.375 tcc a Mach 50 shock wave has
propagated upward from the bottom of box and is sweeping over the cloud. The shock position of the shock wave is indicated by the white
dotted line. At t = 1.0 tcc the internal shock wave has just crossed the spherical cloud, compressing it and increasing the mean density by
a factor of 4. The realistic cloud has already begun to re-expand. At t = 3.5 tcc the cloud is being accelerated by the post-shock wind, and
large-scale instabilities have disrupted the cloud. At t = 4.75 tcc, 50% of the cloud material has been ablated and mixed with the ISM.
number of the shock, and cism is the sound speed in the
interstellar medium. For the given initial ISM condi-
tions and an adiabatic index γ = 53 , a Mach 50 shock
travels at vs ≈ 585 km s−1. The post-shock density is
nh = 0.4 cm
−3, vpsh ≈ 440 km s−1, and the post-shock
temperature is T = 7.8 × 106 K. We set an inflowing
−z boundary with the post-shock quantities. All other
boundaries are outflowing.
5.2. Results
Using Equation 32 we can calculate cloud-crushing
times for the spherical clouds. For the the intermediate-
density simulation, tcc = 8.00 kyr, while for the low-
and high-density simulations tcc = 5.65 kyr and tcc =
11.33 kyr, respectively. In order to analyze the mix-
ing of the clouds in the following analysis, we define
the cloud mass as the sum of material with a density
n > 2npsh, where npsh is the post-shock density of the
ambient medium, which is nh = 0.8 cm
−3 for these sim-
ulations. As mentioned previously, Klein et al. (1994)
defined a destruction time corresponding to the cloud
breaking into large fragments. While this timescale is
useful for the case of a spherical cloud, the realistic cloud
contains many separate regions of high density, with no
single well-defined core. Therefore, we investigate in-
stead the mixing time tmix, defined as the time at which
the cloud mass (material with n > 2npsh) is reduced
to 50% of the initial cloud mass. This definition leads to
mixing times for the spherical clouds that agree to within
a few percent of those quoted in Klein et al. (1994), and
an easy comparison between timescales in the spherical
and realistic cloud simulations.
The mass fractions of the spherical and realistic clouds
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Fig. 20.— The fraction of each cloud’s mass as compared to its
initial mass, plotted as a function of time. Low-density (blue), in-
termediate density (green), and high-density (red) cases are shown.
The dotted horizontal line indicates the mixing time, tmix, when
50% of the cloud material has fallen below the density threshold,
n = 2npsh. The shock wave hits at ∼ 2 kyr.
as a function of time for all cases are shown in Figure 20.
Here we briefly discuss the overall evolution of the in-
termediate density cases. The shock wave hits at ∼ 2
kyr, at which point the clouds start to compress. Owing
to the definition of cloud mass, the compression of low-
density cloud material causes the realistic cloud to ini-
tially gain mass. In contrast, the spherical cloud lacks in-
ternal low density material that can be compressed above
the n > 2npush threshold to add to the cloud mass, and
the effective cloud mass begins to slowly decrease. At
10 kyr the shock wave has passed through the spherical
cloud, which begins to re-expand (see Figure 19, middle
panels). The shock wave finishes its passage through the
realistic cloud about 1 kyr earlier. In both simulations,
the cloud is accelerated by the post-shock wind, and hy-
drodynamic instabilities begin to mix cloud material into
the ambient medium. Figure 19 shows the continued evo-
lution of each cloud in snapshots at t = 3.5 tcc, the typical
cloud destruction time as defined by Klein et al. (1994),
and at t = 4.75tcc, the measured mixing time for the
intermediate density spherical cloud in our simulations.
As can be seen in Figure 20, the realistic cloud is mixed
significantly earlier than the spherical cloud. In the
intermediate-density case, the spherical cloud is mixed
in 38 kyrs, or t = 4.75tcc, comparable to the results from
previous studies (e.g. Klein et al. 1994; Nakamura et al.
2006). Table 2 shows that the mixing time as a func-
tion of tcc does not vary substantially as a function of
density for the spherical clouds. In contrast, the realistic
cloud is mixed in only 27 kyrs. Using a cloud-crushing
time estimated from the mean density, this mixing time
corresponds to tmix = 3.125tcc, a much shorter timescale
than in the spherical cloud simulation.
Evolution of the low- and high-density simulations is
qualitatively similar (see Table 2). In each case, the re-
TABLE 2
Cloud Properties
Parameter χ = 10 χ = 20 χ = 40
Spherical Cloud nˆcl 9.98 19.97 39.93
tcc (kyr) 5.65 8.00 11.33
tmix (kyr) 28 38 53
tmix/tcc 4.96 4.75 4.68
Realistic Cloud nˆcl 11.45 20.73 38.22
ncl,med 6.11 10.68 18.95
tcc,med (kyr) 4.42 5.84 7.79
tmix (kyr) 21 27 36
tmix/tcc,med 4.75 4.62 4.62
Note. — Average parameters for both the spherical and
realistic clouds for the low-density, intermediate-density, and
high-density simulations are listed. Parameters include aver-
age cloud density, nˆcl, median cloud density, ncl,med, cloud
crushing times using either the average (spherical cloud) or
median (realistic cloud) density, tcc or tcc,med, mixing times
in kyr, and mixing times as a function of cloud-crushing time.
alistic cloud is mixed much more quickly than the spher-
ical cloud, despite having approximately the same initial
mass and mean density. Over the density range explored
in this work, the mixing time for the realistic clouds is
68 − 75% that of a spherical cloud with the same mean
density. Clearly, the definition of the cloud crushing time
using the mean density does not fit the evolution of the
realistic cloud very well. In our simulations, a realistic
cloud is mixed on a timescale comparable to a spherical
cloud with half its mass.
We can explain this new result in terms of the struc-
tural properties of the spherical and realistic clouds.
While the mean density and mass of the realistic cloud
matches that of the spherical cloud, 73% of the vol-
ume in the realistic cloud is filled with gas below the
mean density. As a result, the internal shock propagates
more quickly through the cloud, expediting the introduc-
tion of velocity shear between high density cloud mate-
rial and the post-shock wind. Rather than a single re-
flected bow shock, the realistic clouds experience many
reflected shocks from each high-density region, as can be
seen in the middle panel of Figure 19. The individual
high-density regions fill a much smaller volume than the
spherical cloud, effectively decreasing the cloud radius
term that appears in Equation 32. The increased surface
area for velocity shear for each high density region in the
realistic cloud leads to material being more quickly ab-
lated and mixed with the ambient medium. In contrast,
the high-density core of the spherical cloud is protected
by the outer material and survives beyond the mixing
time.
The evolution of the realistic cloud can still be de-
scribed within the analytic framework of Klein et al.
(1994) if a more appropriate density is used in the def-
inition of the cloud crushing time. Rather than using
the average density, we analyze the mixing time for the
realistic cloud using the median density, as the median
better represents the density of the volume-fillling gas
within the cloud. Median cloud densities and the corre-
sponding cloud-crushing times are given in the bottom
half of Table 2. Using these cloud-crushing times, the
mixing time for the realistic cloud matches much better
the results for the spherical case.
Further examinations of this problem are left for future
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work, but potentially interesting investigations include a
more detailed parameter study incorporating clouds that
are not initially at rest (i.e. have a realistic momentum
distribution), and shocks with a finite radius of curva-
ture (i.e. a nearby supernova). Nonetheless, our results
clearly show that significant quantitative and qualita-
tive differences exist between the destruction and mix-
ing of an idealized, spherical cloud and a cloud with a
log-normal density distribution, even when each has a
similar mean density. Further, we newly show that these
differences can be understood by applying the Klein et al.
(1994) formalism adapted to use the median cloud den-
sity.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have presented Cholla, a new,
massively-parallel, three-dimensional hydrodynamics
code optimized for Graphics Processor Units (GPUs).
Cholla uses the unsplit Corner Transport Upwind algo-
rithm (Colella 1990; Gardiner & Stone 2008), multiple
Riemann solvers, and a variety of reconstruction meth-
ods to model numerical solutions to the Euler equations
on a static mesh.
In writing the code, we have maintained a modu-
lar structure that allows for the implementation of dif-
ferent hydrodynamical schemes. Cholla features five
methods for interface reconstruction, including the first-
order piecewise constant method, two second-order lin-
ear reconstruction methods, and two third-order meth-
ods based on the original piecewise parabolic method de-
veloped by Colella & Woodward (1984). There are mul-
tiple Riemann solvers, including the exact solver from
Toro (2009) and a linear solver based on the method of
Roe (1981). Incorporating multiple reconstruction and
Riemann solver methods provides the ability to test re-
sults for a dependence on the particular numerical tech-
niques used, and the strengths and weaknesses of the
different methods are discussed. Cholla also implements
an optional diffusive correction called the H correction
(Sanders et al. 1998) to suppress instabilities along grid-
aligned shocks. The H correction adds additional dif-
fusion to the Roe fluxes based on the fastest transverse
velocities. The Appendices of this paper detail all of the
equations used in the code, and supplement the discus-
sion of each method presented in the main text.
The strategies employed in designing Cholla to run na-
tively on GPUs are extensively detailed. The necessity
of transferring data to and from the GPU with every
time step requires a specific memory layout to improve
efficiency. Once information has been transferred to the
GPU, the CTU integration algorithm can be effectively
divided into kernel functions that execute on the device,
similar to functions in a traditional CPU code. Each
of these kernels is self-contained and contributes to the
modularity of the code. Because the GPU has limited
global memory storage, the simulation volume must often
be subdivided to optimize performance and compensate
for GPU memory constraints. The strategy we employ
to execute this “subgrid splitting” efficiently is also pre-
sented.
The architectural differences between CPUs and
massively-parallel GPUs require the illucidation of sev-
eral key concepts in GPU programming. When a device
kernel is called, the GPU launches a large set of individ-
ual computational elements called threads. A single ker-
nel call can launch millions of threads. In Cholla, each
thread is assigned the work of computing the updated
hydrodynamic conserved variables for a single real cell
in the simulation volume. The streaming multiproces-
sors on the GPUs handle the work of assigning threads
to GPU cores, which means that Cholla will be easily
transportable to newer generations of GPU hardware or
other coprocessors. Thousands of cores operating simul-
taneously on each device results in thousands of simul-
taneous cell updates, making the hydrodynamics solver
in Cholla very fast. GPUs are designed to optimize for
throughput as opposed to latency. As demonstrated in
the GPU-based time step calculation presented in Sec-
tion 3.5, adding additional floating point calculations to
GPU kernels is relatively inexpensive. This feature can
be exploited to incorporate more physics on the GPU,
such as cooling, at relatively little computational cost.
The scalability of Cholla and its performance on a
range of hydrodynamics problems was also documented.
Using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) library (Fo-
rum 1994), Cholla can be run across many GPUs in
parallel. The code incorporates both slab-based and
block-based domain decompositions and exhibits excel-
lent strong and weak scaling in block-decomposed tests
using at least 64 GPUs. We present the results of a suite
of canonical hydrodynamics tests in one, two, and three
dimensions. The state-of-the art hydrodynamics algo-
rithms employed enables Cholla to perform accurately
on a wide variety of tests, and the GPU architecture
makes the computations fast without sacrificing physical
accuracy. Since a single GPU can compute a simulation
with nontrivial resolution, using Cholla with a cluster
presents the option of running many problems to explore
large parameter spaces rapidly. Further, the excellent
weak scaling of Cholla suggests that very large problem
sizes can be tackled on large GPU-enabled supercomput-
ers.
We demonstrate the power of Cholla for astrophysics
by addressing the classic numerical problem of a shock
hitting a small gas cloud in the interstellar medium. Cal-
culations of the evolution of such clouds require high
numerical resolution and excellent shock-capturing abil-
ities (Klein et al. 1994), and Cholla was designed to ad-
dress such astrophysical problems. Comparing the well-
studied ideal case of spherical overdensities to realistic
clouds with log-normal density distributions created by
supersonic turbulence, we present new results showing
that realistic clouds are destroyed more quickly than
spherical clouds of the same mass and mean density. In
our simulations, realistic clouds are mixed with the ambi-
ent medium on timescales comparable to spherical clouds
with half their mean density. We posit that the faster
destruction time is a result of the lower median density
of the gas in the realistic cloud. The shock propagates
more quickly through the realistic clouds, allowing the
hydrodynamic instabilities responsible for disrupting the
cloud and mixing the gas to develop sooner than in the
spherical case. We further show that the Klein et al.
(1994) formalism can be used to describe the destruction
of our realistic cloud simulations provided that the me-
dian density is used in place of the average cloud density.
These results demonstrate the successful application of
Cholla in the performance of high-resolution, physically-
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accurate astrophysical simulations. We plan to use simi-
lar calculations in the future to connect small-scale stellar
feedback to galaxy evolution on larger scales.
Lastly, we note that in contrast to many MPI-enabled
codes, we have designed Cholla to perform almost all
hydrodynamics calculations on the GPU without trans-
ferring information to the CPU during the course of a
single timestep, leaving the computational power of the
CPU to address other tasks (see e.g. Figure 3). By per-
forming calculations on the CPU and GPU simultane-
ously, additional physics could be modeled on the CPU
during the hydrodynamical computation on the GPU.
Logical extensions to Cholla include using Fourier trans-
forms to solve gravity or drive turbulence. The addition
of a magnetohydrodynamics module on the GPU is also
an attractive possibility, as Cholla uses an unsplit inte-
gration algorithm that is optimized for MHD (Gardiner
& Stone 2008).
We are grateful to Jordan Stone for creating the
acronym Cholla. This material is based upon work sup-
ported by the National Science Foundation Graduate Re-
search Fellowship under Grant No. DGE-1143953, as well
as a National Science Foundation Grant No. 1228509.
APPENDIX
A. RECONSTRUCTION METHODS
To calculate the input states for the Riemann solvers used in Cholla, appropriate values of the conserved variables at
each interface must be reconstructed using the cell-averaged quantities. Each Riemann problem requires input states
at either side of a cell interface, referred to as U∗L and U
∗
R in the context of the CTU algorithm presented in Section 2.1.
While previously L and R indicated the left and right of the interface, in this Appendix a cell-centered labeling is used
to document the procedure for computing the input states at the left and right boundaries of a single cell.
The input states calculated at the left and right sides of the cell will be labeled U∗L and U
∗
R in the conserved variables,
or W ∗L and W
∗
R in the primitive variables. As described in Table 1, the asterisk indicates the time-evolved input state.
The boundary values reconstructed before time evolution will be labeled WL and WR. For each method described
below, only the steps involved in the reconstruction for the x-interfaces are shown. The y- and z-reconstructions
proceed in the same manner but with an appropriate change of stencil. The notation will drop the i, j, and k
subscripts unless they are needed for clarification.
A.1. PLMP
The simplest practical reconstruction method implemented in Cholla is PLMP, a piecewise linear reconstruction
with slope limiting applied in the primitive variables. The stencil to calculate the boundary values for cell i contains
cells i − 1 to the left and i + 1 to the right. The first step in the method converts the cell-averaged values of the
conserved variables into the primitive variables, w = [ρ, u, v, w, p]T . The cell-averaged primitive values are then used
to reconstruct boundary values in the primitive variables, WL and WR at the left and right sides of cell i using a
local, piece-wise linear reconstruction (Toro 2009):
WL = wi − 1
2
δwi,
WR = wi +
1
2
δwi,
(A1)
where δwi is a vector containing the slope of each primitive variable across cell i. To compute δwi, we first calculate
the left, right, and centered differences in the primitive variables across each of the cell interfaces:
δwL = wi −wi−1, δwR = wi+1 −wi, δwC = 0.5(wi+1 −wi−1). (A2)
A monotonized central-difference limiter (van Leer 1977) is then used to compute δwi:
δwi =
{
sgn(δwC)min(|δwC |, 2|δwL|, 2|δwR|), δwLδwR > 0
0, otherwise,
(A3)
where sgn is defined as
sgn(x) =
{−1, x < 0
1, otherwise.
(A4)
Each of the primitive variables is treated independently in the limiting process, so the vector of primitive variable
slopes (for extrapolations to the left cell face) can be simply written as
δwL = {δρL, δuL, δvL, δwL, δpL}T. (A5)
The primitive variable slopes for extrapolating to the right cell face can be similarly defined.
The last step in computing input states for the Riemann problem is to evolve the reconstructed boundary values by
half a time step ∆t/2. The time evolution is modeled using the conserved form of the Euler equations, and WL and
WR are therefore converted back into conserved variables, UL and UR and used to calculate the associated fluxes via
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Equation 11. These fluxes are used to evolve the reconstructed boundary values and obtain input states appropriate
for the Riemann problem:
U∗L = UL + 0.5
∆t
∆x
[F (UL)− F (UR)] (A6)
U∗R = UR + 0.5
∆t
∆x
[F (UL)− F (UR)]. (A7)
A.2. PLMC
The second reconstruction method, PLMC, is also based on a piecewise linear reconstruction but with the slope
limiting computed using the characteristic variables. The stencil again contains one cell to the left and right of cell
i. After converting the cell-averaged quantities from conserved to primitive variables, an eigenvector decomposition of
the Euler equations is performed using the characteristic variables as described in Section 2. First, the eigenvalues of
the linear system of equations for cell i are calculated. For adiabatic hydrodynamics, the eigenvalues correspond to
the three wave speeds,
λm = ui − ai, λ0 = ui, λp = ui + ai, (A8)
where ai is the average sound speed in cell i. The quantities λ
m and λp are speeds of the acoustic waves and λ0 is
the speed of the contact wave. The corresponding eigenvalue for any advected scalar quantity (such as the transverse
velocities in multidimensional problems) is simply the speed of the fluid in the normal direction ui.
The left (δwL), right (δwR), and centered (δwC) differences in the primitive variables shown in Equation A2 are
then calculated. These differences are projected onto the characteristic variables, δξ, using the left eigenvectors given
in Appendix A of Stone et al. (2008). Rather than reproduce the the expressions for each eigenvector, equations
describing the final projections are shown since they are actually used in the GPU kernel. The projection of the left
difference is
δξL =

−0.5(ρiδuL/ai + δpL/a2i )
δρL − δpL/a2i
δvL
δwL
0.5(ρiδuL/ai + δpL/a
2
i )
 , (A9)
where δρL, δuL, δvL, δwL, and δpL are the components of the primitive variable difference vector δwL. The projections
for the right and central differences are calculated in the same manner, yielding δξR and δξC .
The characteristic differences are then monotonized using the van Leer (1977) limiter, computed as
δξ =
{
sgn(δξC)min(|δξC |, 2|δξL|, 2|δξR|), δξLδξR > 0
0, otherwise.
(A10)
We project the monotonized differences in the characteristic variables back onto the primitive variables, providing
slopes in each variable that are analogous to the limited slopes described in PLMP:
δwi =

δξ0 + δξ1 + δξ4
(ai/ρi)(−δξ0 + δξ4)
δξ2
δξ3
a2i (δξ0 + δξ4)
 . (A11)
Here, the numeric subscripts to refer to the components of the vector ξ.
As in PLMP, these slopes are subsequently used to create a linear interpolation for reconstructing boundary values
of the primitive variables:
WL,A = wi − 1
2
δwi,
WR,A = wi +
1
2
δwi.
(A12)
The primitive variable boundary values are further monotonized to ensure that they are numerically bounded by the
neighboring cell values:
WL,B = max[min(wi,wi−1),WL,A]
WL = min[max(wi,wi−1),WL,B ]
WR,B = max[min(wi,wi+1),WR,A]
WR = min[max(wi,wi+1),WR,B ],
(A13)
enabling a slope vector to be computed from these adjusted boundary values as
δwi = WR −WL. (A14)
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The reconstructed boundary values must be evolved in time to calculate appropriate input states for the Riemann
problem. Instead of simply evolving the reconstructed values using associated fluxes as in Equations A6 and A7, the
characteristic tracing method of Colella & Woodward (1984) is employed. To obtain a first approximation for the
input states, an integration under the linear interpolation function is performed using the minimum wave speed to
define the domain of dependence for the left side of the cell, λm, and the maximum wave speed for the right side of
the cell, λp:
W˜ ∗L = WL − 0.5
∆t
∆x
min(λm, 0)δwi
W˜ ∗R = WR − 0.5
∆t
∆x
max(λp, 0)δwi
(A15)
The input states are then corrected by accounting for the portion of each wave that does not reach the interface
over a time ∆t/2 as a result of the presence of the other waves. Correction terms are only needed for characteristics
propagating toward each interface. The eigenvector projection and correction for each element of W ∗ is shown below,
tracking the correction terms in the vectors sL and sR. For the left side of cell i,
W ∗L = W˜
∗
L + 0.5
∆t
∆x
sL (A16)
with
sL =

(λm − λ0)(δρi − δpi/a2i )
0
(λm − λ0)δvi
(λm − λ0)δwi
0
+

0.5(λm − λp)(ρiδui/ai + δpi/a2i )
0.5(λm − λp)[δui + δpi/(aiρi)]
0
0
0.5(λm − λp)(ρiδuiai + δpi)
 . (A17)
The first term is associated with the contact wave and is added only if λ0 < 0. The second term is associated with the
right acoustic wave and is added only if λp < 0. If both λ0 and λp are greater than 0, there is no need for a correction
because those waves cannot affect the left interface of the cell. For the right side of cell i,
W ∗R = W˜
∗
R + 0.5
∆t
∆x
sR (A18)
with
sR =

0.5(λp − λm)(−ρiδui/ai + δpi/a2i )
0.5(λp − λm)[δui − δpi/(aiρi)]
0
0
0.5(λp − λm)(−ρiδuiai + δpi)
+

(λp − λ0)(δρi − δpi/a2i )
0
(λp − λ0)δvi
(λp − λ0)δwi
0
 . (A19)
Here the first term is associated with the left acoustic wave and is added only if λm > 0, while the second term is
associated with the contact wave and is added only if λ0 > 0. As with the left interface, the corrections only apply if
the waves are moving toward the interface. Once the corrections have been made, W ∗L and W
∗
R can be used as inputs
to the Riemann problem.
A.3. PPMC
Cholla also includes implementations of third-order spatial reconstruction techniques, including two varieties of the
piecewise parabolic method developed by Colella & Woodward (1984). The piecewise parabolic method with slope
limiting applied in the characteristic variables (PPMC) is presented first as it shares several steps with PLMC. Our
implementation of this method closely follows that outlined in Stone et al. (2008).
The first step in PPMC is to calculate monotonized slopes for cells i−1, i, and i+1. These slopes are labeled δwi−1,
δwi, and δwi+1. The limited slopes for each cell are calculated in a manner identical to that described in PLMC,
following Equations A8 - A11. Since slopes must be calculated for all three cells, the stencil for PPMC contains two
cells to the left and right of cell i. Once the limited slope vectors for all three cells have been calculated, the algorithm
proceeds as follows.
Using the monotonized linear slopes, a parabolic interpolation is computed and used to calculate the reconstructed
boundary values:
WL,A =
1
2
(wi +wi−1)− 1
6
(δwi − δwi−1),
WR,A =
1
2
(wi+1 +wi)− 1
6
(δwi+1 − δwi).
(A20)
Monotonicity constraints are applied to the reconstructed boundary values to ensure that they lie between the average
values in neighboring cells. If the cell contains a local minimum or maximum, both interface values are set equal to
the cell average:
WL,A = WR,A = wi, if (WR,A −wi)(wi −WL,A) ≤ 0 (A21)
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If the parabolic interpolation violates monotonicity as a result of a steep gradient, the interface values are modified as
WL,A = 3wi − 2WR,A, if (WR,A −WL,A)[WL,A − (3wi − 2WR,A)] < 0
WR,A = 3wi − 2WL,A, if (WR,A −WL,A)[(3wi − 2WL,A)−WR,A] < 0 (A22)
These reconstructed boundary values are further adjusted using the minmod limiter operation:
WL,B = max[min(wi,wi−1),WL,A]
WL = min[max(wi,wi−1),WL,B ]
WR,B = max[min(wi,wi+1),WR,A]
WR = min[max(wi,wi+1),WR,B ]
(A23)
At this point, a monotonized parabolic interpolation can be reconstructed. New slopes are computed that account
for the adjusted boundary values:
δwi = WR −WL. (A24)
These slopes are used to compute the time-evolved left and right boundary values by integrating under a parabolic
interpolation function:
W˜ ∗L = WL −
1
2
αm
[
δwi +w6(1 +
2
3
αm)
]
,
W˜ ∗R = WR −
1
2
βp
[
δwi −w6(1− 2
3
βp)
]
,
(A25)
where
w6 = 6wi − 3(WL −WR). (A26)
Here we have borrowed from the notation of Colella & Woodward (1984) to define αm and βp, unit-free variables
associated with the characteristic speeds
αm =
∆t
∆x
min(λm, 0), βm =
∆t
∆x
max(λm, 0),
α0 =
∆t
∆x
min(λ0, 0), β0 =
∆t
∆x
max(λ0, 0),
αp =
∆t
∆x
min(λp, 0), βp =
∆t
∆x
max(λp, 0).
(A27)
As in PLMC, the minimum characteristic speed, λm, is used to define the domain of dependence for the left interface,
and the maximum characteristic speed, λp, is used for the right interface. The primitive variable time-evolved boundary
values W˜ ∗L and W˜
∗
R are first approximations to the input states for the Riemann problem.
The input states must now be corrected by accounting for the other characteristics propagating toward the interface.
At the left side of the cell, we compute
sL =

E0 −E4/a2i
0
E2
E3
0
+

0.5(ρiB1/ai +B4/a
2
i )
0.5 [B1 +B4/(aiρi)]
0
0
0.5(ρiB1ai +B4)
 , (A28)
where the first term is added only if λ0 < 0, and the second only if λp < 0 - otherwise there is no correction. In the
above,
E =
1
2
αm
[
δwi +w6(1 +
2
3
αm)
]
− 1
2
α0
[
δwi +w6(1 +
2
3
α0)
]
, (A29)
is associated with the contact wave, and
B =
1
2
αm
[
δwi +w6(1 +
2
3
αp)
]
− 1
2
αp
[
δwi +w6(1 +
2
3
αp)
]
. (A30)
is associated with the right-most acoustic wave. Subscripts denote the elements of E and B. Similarly, for the right
side of the cell,
sR =

0.5(−ρiC1/ai +C4/a2i )
0.5 [C1 −C4/(aiρi)]
0
0
0.5(−ρiC1ai +C4)
+

(D0 −D4/a2i )
0
D2
D3
0
 . (A31)
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The first term accounts for the correction owing to the left-most acoustic wave and is added only if λm > 0, and the
second term accounts for the correction from the contact wave and is added only if λ0 > 0. In this case,
C =
1
2
βp
[
δwi −w6(1− 2
3
βp)
]
− 1
2
βm
[
δwi −w6(1− 2
3
βm)
]
,
D =
1
2
βp
[
δwi −w6(1− 2
3
βp)
]
− 1
2
β0
[
δwi +w6(1 +
2
3
β0)
]
.
(A32)
With these correction terms input states for the Riemann problem can be calculated as
W ∗L = W˜
∗
L + sL and W
∗
R = W˜
∗
R + sR. (A33)
A.4. PPMP
The Cholla implementation of the piecewise parabolic method computed in the primitive variables closely follows
the original description in Colella & Woodward (1984), with some additional notation adapted from Fryxell et al.
(2000). For convenience, the following description assumes a uniform cell size. PPMP is the most complicated of the
reconstruction methods implemented in Cholla, and the algorithm follows this brief outline:
1. Reconstruct boundary values using parabolic interpolation.
2. Steepen contact discontinuities, if necessary.
3. Flatten shocks, if necessary.
4. Ensure that the parabolic distribution is monotonic.
5. Integrate under the parabolic interpolation to determine input states for the Riemann problem.
6. Use characteristic tracing to correct the input states.
A.4.1. Parabolic Interpolation
The first step in PPMP is to reconstruct the boundary values using a parabolic interpolation with limited slopes.
The interpolation is identical to that shown in Equation A20:
WL =
1
2
(wi +wi−1)− 1
6
(δwi − δwi−1),
WR =
1
2
(wi+1 +wi)− 1
6
(δwi+1 − δwi).
(A34)
However, in PPMP the slopes are limited in the primitive variables using the van Leer (1977) limiter. The slopes
δwi−1, δwi, and δwi+1 are all calculated following Equations A2 and A3.
A.4.2. Contact Discontinuity Steepening
Once the interface values have been reconstructed, contact discontinuity steepening is applied to the interface values
for the density, WL[0] = ρL and WR[0] = ρR. Whether steepening is applied depends on a number of necessary
criteria. First, to avoid steepening density jumps owing to numerical noise, steepening is only applied if the density
difference between cells exceeds a minimum relative size:
|ρi+1 − ρi−1|
min(ρi+1, ρi−1)
> 0.01. (A35)
If the density jump is large enough, we further require that the pressure jump across the cell be sufficiently small:
|pi+1 − pi−1|
min(pi+1, pi−1)
< 0.1γ
|ρi+1 − ρi−1|
min(ρi+1, ρi−1)
. (A36)
Next, the second derivative of the density distribution across cells i− 1 and i+ 1 is estimated as
δ2ρi =
ρi+1 − 2ρi + ρi−1
6∆x2
. (A37)
The product of the second derivatives then determines whether the local density profile on either side of the cell i has
the same concavity by requiring
δ2ρi−1δ2ρi+1 > 0. (A38)
Assuming the three conditions listed in Equations A35, A36, and A38 are satisfied, a dimensionless quantity involving
the first and third derivatives of density is calculated as
η˜i = − (δ
2ρi+1 − δ2ρi−1)∆x2
ρi+1 − ρi−1 . (A39)
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This quantity is used to compute the steepening coefficient ηi from the parameters determined heuristically in Colella
& Woodward (1984):
ηi = max [0,min(20η˜i − 1, 1)] . (A40)
The steepening coefficient ηi and the monotonized slopes δwi−1[0] = δρi−1 and δwi+1[0] = δρi+1 are then used to
steepen the left and right interface density values, providing
ρL = ρL(1− ηi) + (ρi−1 + 0.5δρi−1)ηi
ρR = ρR(1− ηi) + (ρi−1 − 0.5δρi+1)ηi (A41)
A.4.3. Shock Flattening
Because of their self-steepening property, shocks in PPMP can become under-resolved, i.e. narrow enough to be
contained within a single cell. Tests have demonstrated that shocks contained within a single cell tend to lead to severe
oscillations near the shock front, while those spread over two or more cells do not pose a problem (Colella & Woodward
1984; Fryxell et al. 2000). A solution is to flatten numerically the interpolation near problematic shocks, reverting to a
first-order reconstruction in circumstances where the shock is empirically deemed too narrow. To determine whether
a shock needs flattening, a shock steepness parameter S is calculated to compare the pressure gradient across two and
four cells:
Si =
pi+1 − pi−1
pi+2 − pi−2 (A42)
The steepness parameter is used to construct a dimensionless coefficient
F˜i = max(0,min[1, 10(Si − 0.75)]) (A43)
that may cover the range F˜i = [0, 1]. This formulation is designed to ensure that only shocks contained within fewer
than two cells are steepened. Further, we set F˜i = 0 if the relative pressure jump is not large and the shock is not
steep, when
|pi+1 − pi−1|
min(pi+1, pi−1)
<
1
3
(A44)
or if the velocity gradient is positive (indicating that the fluid is not being compressed in the direction along which we
are reconstructing boundary values), when
ui+1 − ui−1 > 0. (A45)
The same rules are applied to the dimensionless parameters F˜i−1 and F˜i+1. This procedure means that PPMP requires
a stencil with three cells on both sides of cell i. Here we are calculating shocks in the x-direction; in the y- and z-
directions, the components v and w are used to test the velocity gradient. The final flattening coefficient for cell i is
set as
Fi =
{
max(F˜i, F˜i+1), if pi+1 − pi−1 < 0,
max(F˜i, F˜i−1), otherwise.
(A46)
We use this value of Fi to modify the interface values. Unlike in discontinuity steeping, for shock flattening every
primitive variable is modified:
WL = Fiwi + (1− Fi)WL
WR = Fiwi + (1− Fi)WR (A47)
If Fi = 0, the expression has no effect on the interface values. If Fi = 1 the zone average values are used for the
interface values, effectively replacing the original limited slope for cell i with a flatter slope.
A.4.4. Monotonicity
The next step in the reconstruction is to ensure that the parabolic distribution of each of the variables is monotonic
by checking for local maxima and minima and modifying steep gradients, as in Equations A21 and A22:
WL = WR = wi, if (WR −wi)(wi −WL) <= 0
WL = 3wi − 2WR, if (WR −WL)[WL − (3wi − 2WR)] < 0
WL = 3wi − 2WL, if (WR −WL)[(3wi − 2WL)−WR] < 0.
(A48)
A.4.5. Calculation of the Input States
By this stage, reconstruction of the boundary values has been completed and the input states for the Riemann
problem can be calculated. Once again, the characteristic tracing method of Colella & Woodward (1984) is used.
First, the speeds of the three characteristics are defined as in PLMC and PPMC:
λm = ui − ai, λ0 = ui, λp = ui + ai. (A49)
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Again, ai is the sound speed in cell i calculated using average values of the density and pressure. Because we have
adjusted the boundary values from the original parabolic interpolation, we must adjust the values of the slopes across
the cell so that the parabolic interpolation retains the correct average value:
δwi = WR −WL, w6 = 6 [wi − 0.5(WL +WR)] . (A50)
We now define α and β, two variables that are associated with the characteristic wave speeds approaching the left and
right interfaces,
αm =
∆t
∆x
min(λm, 0), βm =
∆t
∆x
max(λm, 0),
α0 =
∆t
∆x
min(λ0, 0), β0 =
∆t
∆x
max(λ0, 0),
αp =
∆t
∆x
min(λp, 0), βp =
∆t
∆x
max(λp, 0).
(A51)
We use these variables to calculate a time-evolved boundary value associated with each characteristic:
WmL = WL −
1
2
αm
[
δwi +w6(1 +
2
3
αm)
]
W 0L = WL −
1
2
α0
[
δwi +w6(1 +
2
3
α0)
]
W pL = WL −
1
2
αp
[
δwi +w6(1 +
2
3
αp)
]
WmR = WR −
1
2
βm
[
δwi −w6(1− 2
3
βm)
]
W 0R = WR −
1
2
β0
[
δwi −w6(1− 2
3
β0)
]
W pR = WR −
1
2
βp
[
δwi −w6(1− 2
3
βp)
]
(A52)
For example, WmL is the time-evolved boundary value at the left interface of the cell obtained by integrating under
the characteristic associated with the left acoustic wave. If the fluid flow is supersonic toward the right, the left
acoustic wave is not approaching the interface, and WmL is simply equal to the reconstructed boundary value. The
same integration appeared in Equation A25, though in this case we explicitly integrate under every characteristic and
not just the characteristic approaching the interface with the greatest speed. For the density, normal velocity, and
pressure, we refer to value calculated using the characteristic approaching the interface at the greatest speed as the
“reference state”, e.g. WmL for the left interface and W
p
R for the right. As with PPMC, this reference state is our first
guess at the input state for the Riemann problem. For the transverse velocities, we use the states associated with the
advection speed, W 0L and W
0
R.
These reference states are only first-order accurate approximations and the input states can be further corrected
to account for the presence of other characteristics approaching the interface. Following the notation in Colella &
Woodward (1984), the description of the algorithm continues in terms of the primitive variables. The sound speeds
for the reference states on the left and right of the cell are computed
aL =
√
γpmL
ρmL
and aR =
√
γppR
ρpR
, (A53)
along with correction terms that are added to the reference state,
χpL = −
1
2ρmL aL
(
umL − upL −
pmL + p
p
L
ρmL aL
)
,
χmR =
1
2ρpsaR
(
upR − umR −
ppR − pmR
ρpRaR
)
,
χ0L =
pmL − p0L
(ρmL aL)
2
+
1
ρmL
− 1
ρ0L
,
χ0R =
ppR − p0R
(ρpRaR)
2
+
1
ρpR
− 1
ρ0R
.
(A54)
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In the event that the characteristic is not traveling toward the interface these correction terms are set to zero,
χ0L = 0 ifλ
0 > 0,
χpL = 0 ifλ
p > 0,
χmR = 0 ifλ
m < 0,
χ0R = 0 ifλ
0 < 0.
(A55)
The correction terms are then used with the reference state integration to calculate the final input states for the
Riemann problem on each side of the cell:
ρL =
(
1
ρmL
− χ0L − χpL
)−1
, ρR,i =
(
1
ρpR
− χmR − χ0R
)−1
,
uL = u
m
L + ρ
m
L aLχ
p
L, uR = u
p
R − ρpRaRχmR ,
pL = p
m
L + (ρ
m
L aL)
2χpL, pR = p
p
R + (ρ
p
RaR)
2χmR ,
vL = v
0
L, vR = v
0
R
wL = w
0
L, wR = w
0
R.
(A56)
B. RIEMANN SOLVERS
B.1. The Exact Solver
The exact solver used in Cholla follows the solver presented in Chapter 4 of Toro (2009), adapted for implementation
in CUDA C. The algorithm to solve the Riemann problem is presented below, using an x-interface as an example. In
the following section the CTU notation from Section 2.1 is used, where states are labeled at the left and right of the
interface.
First, the input states at the left and right of the interface are converted to the primitive variables, W ∗L and W
∗
R.
(Between GPU kernels like the interface reconstruction and the Riemann problem, calculated values are stored in the
conserved form.) These vectors are used to compute the corresponding sound speed on either side of the interface
aL =
√
γpL
ρL
and aR =
√
γpR
ρR
. (B1)
To determine the Riemann solution, the exact pressure pm and velocity um in the intermediate state must be computed
(see Figure 2). We use the Toro (2009) primitive variable Riemann solver to provide an initial approximation to the
intermediate state pressure, given by
p˜ = 0.5(pL + pR) + 0.125(uL − uR)(ρL + ρR)(aL + aR). (B2)
Because p˜ is an approximation and the solution for p cannot be negative, we set p˜ = 0 if the calculated pressure is
below zero. A two-shock Riemann solver is then used to calculate a more accurate estimate,
p0 =
gLpL + gRpR − (uR − uL)
gL + gR
, (B3)
with
gk =
√
Ak
p˜+Bk
, Ak =
2
(γ + 1)ρk
, Bk =
γ − 1
γ + 1
pk, where k = L, R. (B4)
To maintain positivity, a pressure floor of p0 ≥ 10−6 is enforced in this estimate. The pressure p0 is then used as
a starting point in a Newton-Raphson iteration to compute the exact solution for the pressure in the intermediate
region. We define the pressure functions fL and fR,
fk =

2ak
γ−1
[(
p0
pk
) γ−1
2γ − 1
]
if p0 ≤ pk (rarefaction),
(p0 − pk)
(
Ak
p0+Bk
) 1
2
if p0 > pk (shock),
(B5)
and their first derivatives f ′L and f
′
R,
f ′k =

1
ρkak
(
p0
pk
)− γ+12γ
if p0 ≤ pk (rarefaction),(
Ak
Bk+p0
) 1
2
[
1− p0−pk2(Bk+p0)
]
if p0 > pk (shock).
(B6)
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Again, k = L or R, and Ak and Bk are as defined above. These quantities are used to calculate the pressure in the
intermediate state, pm,
pm = p0 − fL + fR + uR − uL
f ′L + f
′
R
. (B7)
We then compare the newly computed pressure, pm, to the previously computed pressure,
∆ = 2
|pm − p0|
|pm + p0| . (B8)
If ∆ is greater than a relative tolerance (e.g., 10−6), the values of fk, f ′k, and p
m are recomputed using the updated
value of pm in place of p0 in Equations B5 - B8. When ∆ is less than the tolerance, the procedure halts. Having
calculated a suitably accurate pressure pm, the pressure can then be used to compute the velocity in the intermediate
state as
um = 0.5(uL + uR + fR − fL). (B9)
Once the values of pm and um in the intermediate state have been computed, the values for each of the primitive
variables can be calculated at the cell interface. To do this, a number of conditions are tested to determine where in
the Riemann solution the interface lies. For pure hydrodynamics there are ten possible outcomes.
If um ≥ 0, the contact discontinuity is to the right of the cell interface. We then check to see if there is a rarefaction
wave on the left, i.e. if pm ≤ pL. If so, there are three possible solutions.
• If uL − aL ≥ 0 the interface is in the left data state, and the solution is simply the input data on the left:
ρ = ρL, u = uL, p = pL. (B10)
• If um − aL
(
pm
pL
) γ−1
2γ
< 0 the interface is in the intermediate data state to the right of the fan, but left of the
contact:
ρ = ρL
(
pm
pL
) 1
γ
, u = um, p = pm. (B11)
• Otherwise, the interface is within the rarefaction fan:
ρ = ρL
(
a
aL
) 2
γ−1
, u = a, p = pL
(
a
aL
) 2γ
γ−1
, where a =
2
γ + 1
(
aL +
γ − 1
2
uL
)
. (B12)
If there is a shock to the left, rather than a rarefaction, i.e. if pm > pL, the shock speed is calculated as
sL = uL − aL
√
(γ + 1)
2γ
pm
pL
+
γ − 1
2γ
. (B13)
• If sL ≥ 0 the interface samples the left data state:
ρ = ρL, u = uL, p = pL. (B14)
• Otherwise, the interface samples the intermediate data state to the left of the contact:
ρ = ρL
(
pm
pL
+
γ − 1
γ + 1
)
/
(
pm
pL
γ − 1
γ + 1
+ 1
)
, u = um, p = pm. (B15)
If instead um < 0, the contact discontinuity is to the left of the cell interface and there is a similar set of five
possible outcomes. If there is a rarefaction wave on the right of the Riemann solution, i.e. if pm ≤ pR there are three
possibilities:
• If uR + aR ≤ 0 the interface samples the right data state:
ρ = ρR, u = uR, p = pR. (B16)
• If um + aR
(
pm
pR
) γ−1
2γ ≥ 0 the interface samples the intermediate state to the left of the fan, but right of the
contact:
ρ = ρR
(
pm
pR
) 1
γ
, u = um, p = pm. (B17)
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• Otherwise, the interface samples the rarefaction fan:
ρ = ρR
(
a
aR
) 2
γ−1
, u = −a, p = pR
(
a
aR
) 2γ
γ−1
, where a =
2
γ + 1
(
aR +
γ − 1
2
uR
)
. (B18)
If pm > pR there is a shock to the right rather than a rarefaction, the shock speed is calculated as
sLR = uR + aR
√
(γ + 1)
2γ
pm
pR
+
γ − 1
2γ
. (B19)
• If sR ≤ 0 the interface samples the right data state:
ρ = ρR, u = uR, p = pR. (B20)
• Otherwise, the interface samples the intermediate data state to the right of the contact:
ρ = ρR
(
pm
pR
+
γ − 1
γ + 1
)
/
(
pm
pR
γ − 1
γ + 1
+ 1
)
, u = um, p = pm. (B21)
After determining where in the Riemann solution the interface samples, the evolved primitive variables ρ, u, and p at
the cell interface are determined. The fluxes of the conserved variables can then be calculated following Equation 11:
F =

ρu
ρu2 + p
ρuvk
ρuwk
(E + p)u
 , (B22)
where k = L or R; L if u ≥ 0, and R if u < 0. These conditions reflect the fact that transverse velocities are simply
advected with the flow. Equation 12 is used to compute similar fluxes in the y-direction, and Equation 13 is used for
fluxes in the z-direction.
B.2. The Roe Solver
Rather than using an expensive iterative procedure to calculate the exact solution to the Riemann problem, the Roe
(1981) Riemann solver calculates an exact solution to a linearized version of the Euler equations. Below the procedure
for calculating the Roe fluxes at an x-interface is detailed. The y- and z-interface calculations are identical modulo an
appropriate change of variables. Should the approximate Roe solver fail, we include a failsafe based on the method of
Stone et al. (2008) where HLLE fluxes (Harten et al. 1983; Einfeldt 1988) are substituted. The Roe and HLLE solvers
are described below.
The Roe solver starts with the calculated input vectors of primitive variables at the left and right of an interface,
W ∗L and W
∗
R. Fluxes corresponding to the left and right state, FL and FR, are calculated following Equation 11. The
Roe average state, u˜ = (ρ˜, u˜, v˜, w˜, H˜)T , is then computed:
ρ˜ =
√
ρL
√
ρR
u˜ = (
√
ρLuL +
√
ρRuR)/(
√
ρL +
√
ρR)
v˜ = (
√
ρLvL +
√
ρRvR)/(
√
ρL +
√
ρR)
w˜ = (
√
ρLwL +
√
ρRwR)/(
√
ρL +
√
ρR)
H˜ = (
√
ρLHL +
√
ρRHR)/(
√
ρL +
√
ρR),
(B23)
with the enthalpy, H = (E + p)/ρ, used instead of the pressure. The average sound speed
a˜ =
√
(γ − 1)(H˜ − 0.5V˜2), where V˜2 = u˜u˜+ v˜v˜ + w˜w˜ (B24)
is also needed. These Roe average states are used to calculate the eigenvalues of the Roe Jacobian,
λm = u˜− a˜, λ0 = u˜, and λp = u˜+ a˜. (B25)
If the flow is supersonic (λm ≥ 0 to the right, or λp ≤ 0 to the left), the solver returns the appropriate left or right
state fluxes FL or FR. If flow is subsonic, the calculation of the Roe fluxes proceeds.
Differences in the conserved variables between the left and right states are computed:
δρ = ρR − ρL
δmx = mx,R −mx,L
δmy = my,R −my,L
δmz = mz,R −mz,L
δE = ER − EL.
(B26)
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These differences are projected onto the characteristics by multiplying by the left eigenvector associated with each
eigenvalue. The resulting characteristics are the wave strengths, ξ, from Equation 29:
ξ0 = δρNa(0.5γ
′V˜
2
+ u˜a˜)− δmxNa(γ′u˜+ a˜)− δmyNaγ′v˜ − δmzNaγ′w˜ + δENaγ′
ξ1 = −δρv˜ + δmy
ξ2 = −δρw˜ + δmz
ξ3 = δρ(1−Naγ′V˜2) + δmxγ′u˜/a˜2 + δmyγ′v˜/a˜2 + δmzγ′w˜/a˜2 − δEγ′/a˜2
ξ4 = δρNa(0.5γ
′V˜
2 − u˜a˜)− δmxNa(γ′u˜− a˜)− δmyNaγ′v˜ − δmzNaγ′w˜ + δENaγ′
(B27)
where Na = 1/(2a˜
2) and γ′ = γ − 1. Numeric subscripts denote the elements of ξ. Each characteristic variable is
multiplied by its associated eigenvalue, yielding a vector of coefficients, C:
C0 = ξ0|λm|, C1 = ξ1|λ0|, C2 = ξ2|λ0|, C3 = ξ3|λ0|, C4 = ξ4|λp| (B28)
The product of these coefficients with the right eigenvectors are then summed, keeping track of the summation in the
vector s:
s0 = C0 + C3 + C4
s1 = C0(u˜− a˜) + C3u˜+ C4(u˜+ a˜)
s2 = C0v˜ + C1 + C3v˜ + C4v˜
s3 = C0w˜ + C2 + C32˜ + C4w˜
s4 = C0(H˜ − u˜a˜) + C1v˜ + C2w˜ + 0.5C3V˜2 + C4(H˜ + u˜a˜)
(B29)
By this stage, all information needed to compute the Roe fluxes has been obtained. The Roe fluxes are then computed
as
FRoe =
1
2
(FL + FR − s) (B30)
Before returning these fluxes, however, the intermediate states are examined for possible negative densities or
pressures. The intermediate states, labeled UmL and U
m
R in analogy with the exact Riemann solver, are calculated by
projecting the characteristic variables onto the conserved variables. Each characteristic variable is multiplied by its
associated right eigenvector and the results summed, in turn, to the left state. The left intermediate state, UmL , is
calculated as
ρmL = ρL + ξ0
ρumL = ρuL + ξ0(u˜− a˜)
ρvmL = ρvL + ξ0v˜
ρwmL = ρwL + ξ0w˜
EmL = EL + ξ0(H˜ − u˜a˜).
(B31)
If λ0 > λm, we check for negative density and pressure. We then move on to the right intermediate state, UmR :
ρmR = ρ
m
L + ξ3
ρumR = ρu
m
L + ξ3u˜
ρvmR = ρv
m
L + ξ1 + ξ3v˜
ρwmR = ρw
m
L + ξ2 + ξ3w˜
EmR = E
m
L + ξ1v˜ + ξ2w˜ + 0.5ξ3V˜
2
.
(B32)
If λp > λ0 then negative densities and pressures are possible and, if present, the Roe fluxes are replaced with HLLE
fluxes. Otherwise the Roe fluxes calculated in Equation B30 are returned.
Little additional work must be done to calculate the HLLE fluxes since many of the required quantities are computed
for the Roe fluxes. The HLLE solver constructs a single average state between the right and left input states, neglecting
the contact wave. Ignoring the contact wave means that density discontinuities diffuse quickly, but the HLLE solver
has the advantage of always producing positive intermediate densities and pressures, as shown in Einfeldt et al. (1991).
The HLLE flux algorithm starts with the computation of the sound speed for the left and right input states, aL and
aR. Bounding speeds are then calculated, defined by the minimum and maximum Roe eigenvalues and the left and
right acoustic waves:
bm = min[min(λm, uL − aL), 0], bp = max[max(λp, uR + aR), 0] (B33)
These speeds are used to compute left and right fluxes:
FL = F (WL)− bmUL and FR = F (WR)− bpUR, (B34)
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where F (W ) is calculated using Equation 11, and U refers to the conserved variables on either side of the interface,
i.e. the input states for the Riemann problem. These intermediate fluxes are then employed to compute the HLLE
fluxes, given by
FHLLE =
1
2
[
(FL + FR) + (FL − FR)
(
bp + bm
bp − bm
)]
. (B35)
If the Roe solver fails during the transverse flux or conserved variable update steps of the CTU algorithm, these HLLE
fluxes may be used.
C. THE H CORRECTION
As mentioned in the main text, strictly upwind multidimensional integration algorithms like CTU are susceptible
to a particular type of numerical pathology, referred to as the carbuncle instability owing to its appearance (Quirk
1994). The carbuncle instability arises in problems containing strong, grid-aligned shocks as a result of insufficient
dissipation when inserting a one dimensional Riemann flux into a multidimensional problem. In the scenario when a
planar shock is present perpendicular to the direction of the fluid flow, crossflow oscillations arise that grow and lead
to severe inaccuracies in the numerical model. To correct this phenomenon, Cholla implements a solution devised by
Sanders et al. (1998) that accounts for the perpendicular velocities when calculating the Riemann flux normal to an
interface. The correction thereby adds sufficient dissipation to mitigate the carbuncle instability. This method for
suppressing the carbuncle instability is called H correction in reference to the shape of the required stencil.
In Cholla, H Correction is implemented in conjunction with the Roe Riemann solver. The correction is only applied
to the fluxes calculated during the second set of Riemann problems, between the transverse flux update and the
final conserved variable update of the CTU algorithm. To apply the H correction, at every interface a quantity η is
computed that depends on the velocity normal to the interface and the sound speed. For the x-interface at (i+ 12 , j)
in a two dimensional simulation, this quantity can be computed as
η(i+ 12 ,j) =
1
2
|(uR + aR)− (uL + aL)|, (C1)
where uR and uL are the normal velocity at the interface calculated using the right and left input states, and aL and
aR are the corresponding sound speeds. For y- and z-interfaces, the velocity components v and w would be used. Once
a value of η has been calculated for each interface, a further quantity ηH is computed for each interface by finding the
maximum value of η for each of the surrounding interfaces:
ηH(i+ 12 ,j)
= max[η(i−1,j+ 12 ), η(i−1,j− 12 , η(i+ 12 ,j), η(i+1,j+ 12 ), η(i+1,j− 12 )]. (C2)
For x-interfaces, information about the maximum wavespeeds at the adjacent y-interfaces that could affect the Riemann
solution are thereby incorporated. In three dimensions, the calculation of ηH uses an appropriate nine-point stencil.
The ηH quantity is used in conjunction with the Roe Riemann solver when calculating the CTU fluxes for an interface
(F n+
1
2 , Gn+
1
2 , and Hn+
1
2 ) by replacing the eigenvalues λα in Equation B28 with
|λ˜α| = max(|λα|, ηH) (C3)
This substitution serves to add crossflow dissipation to the one-dimensional Roe fluxes and mitigates the carbuncle
instability, as seen in Figure 18. Using the H correction comes at an additional cost, as its stencil requires adding an
extra ghost cell on each side of the simulation in every dimension.
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